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On 04/24/2002, Special Agents^ and
I Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) . Washington

Field Office (WFO)
, contacted I I This contact was

initiated to collect information regarding reports that swabbing,
which resulted in presumptive positive results, had been conducted
outside the laboratory suites at United States Army Medical
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , Ft Detrick,
Maryland. After the interviewing agent s identified themselves and
advised of the nature of the interview, I Ivoluntarilv
provided the following information:

described asf

'teieonone I

is the
|

Marylanc

T

is further

home
fork cergphone

3AMRIID, Ft Detrick,

On 04/0-6702, 1 I telephoned from the B3 suite
and reported a suspected spill in the lab.

|

~| advised I

to report it through the
<s
^Safety channels, which is the proper

method for handling the incident. ~|immediately notified

At
| [instruction, on 04/9-11/02, |

I conducted a sampling survey/inside B3
to determine what, if any, contamination occurred frpm the spill.
The survey identified some spots with "presumptive >t5ositive"
results for B.A.

I

~| was concerned that I
I found

contamination on the latch of the pass -thru box'
|

was concerned
because that area is a point of entry and exit for materials into
the B3 suite

.

On- 04/10/02 or 04/11/02, 1 learned that a nasals
swab of

| |
was positive for anthrax spores.

/ On 04/15/02, 1 | advised | I that DR. RRfTPF
rvjfiS, a research microbiologist, had approached
about conducting a sampling survey on the pass -thru box on the-''"

cold- side, meaning outside the B3 laboratory. (If someone jm—
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bringing something into B3 , they would place the item into the
pass -thru box door located in the hallway. They would then enter
B3 and open the pass-thru box from inside the lab and retrieve the
materials. While in the pass-thru box, the materials are bathed in
ultraviolet rays to decontaminate the outside of the packaging.)

Istroncrlv advised IVINS against
conducting any sampling. I I did not think that IVINS would do
any sampling.

On 04/16/02 .

f

In following up, IVINS I \

]suite. [

Itound "presumptive nosl|-.lves» for B . A. outside of
One appeared to be a

"pure colony" of about 200 spores, which is not considered a
significant amount. The other samples were one to two colonies and
appeared "dirty" with other organisms.

On 04/17/02 | did further tests which indicated that
it was not the Stearns Strain of B . A.

On 04/17/02, conductedw “ f I UU11U.LLL.LCLL
additional sampling of the cold- side of the pass-thru box and the
cold-side women's changing room. All were negative and the areas
were decontaminated with bleach.

[

On 04/18/02.

by IVINS to the
I

I

the decision to pass the samples obtained

On 04/18/02, over thirty additional samples were
conducted outside the B3 lab in the. hallway area. All samples were
negative. As a precaution, the hallway was decontaminated with
bleach.

On 04/19/02, rfie decision was made fcs^bring an objective
survey team to conduct extensive sampling of^the lab and
surrounding area determine the extent^/if any, of contamination.
A team was brought in from the Center £6r Health Prompt-. -i nn and
Preventative Medicine (CHPPM) , Aberdeen Proving Grounds . Edgewbod.
Maryland

On 04/19/02, CHPPM xx5hducted a sampling survey of the
facility that did jl^undry for USAMRIID, including towels

the B3 change rooms. All samples were negative.

.b6

h7C
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On 04/21/02, CHPPM conducted extensive sampling in the
original areas where IVINS did his sampling. They did the pass-
thru box area, IVINS office (Rm l I , and the cold-side men's
changing rooms. Of the 109 samples of these areas, they found one
spore on top of the locker in the men's changing room and one spore
in IVINS' s office (Rm I I on the bookshelf by the door. Both were
areas where IVINS ' had also found one to two spore colonies

.

On 04/23-24/02 , the men's cold-side changing room and
IVINS' office (Rm

|

~| were decontaminated with bleach.
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On August 23, 2002, was
interviewed at place of employment, the United States Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases. (USAMRIID)

.

Fort
Detrick. Maryland, teleohonej Tby Special Agent
__ |

FBI, and Postal Inspector

|

United States Postal Inspection Service. After Peincr advised of
the identity of the agents and the purpose of the interview,

| |

|
provided the following information.

|is located in building |

Also m building
| | is a|

|
which has

multiple uses . Because the ]

I they have an opportunity for collaboration
with people from other divisions.

|
has been using the Ames strain

of anthrax since 1991, as well as other strains of anthrax in
various aerosol studies . A batch of spores was created at Dugway
Proving Ground for use in aerosol studies at USAMRIID. These
spores are kept asA wet spore preparation in the Bacteriology
Division. BRUCE jEylHS in Bacteriology is responsible for making
the spore dilutions necessary for the aerosol experiments.

The technicians in the aerosol lab are assigned on a
rotation due to the large number of studies conducted in the lab.
A record is maintained of every individual spray in each aerosol
experiment conducted. There are usually two people executing each
spray together, with approximately 5 to 6 working in the lab on a
given study. Each aerosol study is conducted for several days, and
the time frame is dependent on the number of animals being used in
the study.

did not know much about l~

only thatf Iworked with! \

that

from approximately
!

I
would have been done in Room|

] did not recall l Ibeing onf

I
advised that the
ip/BuiJ=4in.g I

lofi —

r
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very often.
thel

^

interacted with|
|
regarding

but only had a peripheral interaction with
chatted a lot with

|

Idescribed l l as
I therefore|~ I would mostly deal with

| |
advised that the B. anthracis used in aerosol

studies was plated out specifically for the study, brought to the
.

aerosol lab from Bacteriology, used in the study, and autoclaved.
No spores were actually maintained in Aerobiology.

The aerosol equipment used consisted of small aerosol
chambers and nebulizers kept inside a hood with negative pressure.
All equipment was autoclaved after use, and

| |
advised that

it would have been difficult to remove equipment from the lab. No
lyophilizers were necessary in the aerosol studies, as they did not
use dry spores

.

advised that was a

I write a report of their work, and if
they are not productive, they will not

I

I I did not think
\ |

had access to Bacillus
anthracis and

| |did not recall ever seemgf |
during anthrax

aerosol studies"! f I did not recall ever hearing anything about
~|hanging around during anthrax sprays. I I advised that to •

I knowledge. I Imostly worked with| ~1

Hdid not appear to be interested in anthrax work
-

!

would have had to be vaccinated against anthrax if
| | worked in

Building I I
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Date of transcription 09/09 /2 002

On September 4. 2002,
I date of birth

social security account number I ?was interviewed at
place of employment, the United States Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , Fort. Detrick,

1

Maryland, telephone
| |

bv Special Agent f

|
FBI, and Postal Inspector ) T

]
After being

y of the agents and the purpose of t]

] provided the following information.
advised of the identity of the agents and the purpose of the
interview,

|_

In Building
Building I Isuite f

~
suites [

as

|are all hot areas.
land above are hot areas.

, ,
are both cold.

is primarily a cold suite, however

[

I
Building f

]

research was mostly done in Building [

l

_ „
"| suite number

1 characterized these areas
[advised that anthrax

worked in: suite

f

bo
b7C

bo
b7C

Most freezers in Building I I were left unlocked until
1995, including the -70 degree freezers in Aerobiology that had
Bacillus anthracis (B.a .) stored in them.

J

I worked in suite I Iwhich was

I Ail B.a. preparation worX was done in suite I I

|was responsible for getting the freezers locked in
1995.

JZ recalled 1 | working in
Building

|
1 within the time frame

.

advised that
1 Iworked mainly on

1 1 and that
performed somel 1 in suite 1

recalled! 1 on
|in suite

|
| which was a|

|

~\ characterized
as

relationship with
became closely

b6
b7C
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thought it
seemed like
did.

knew the schedule better than

1 1

1 rememberp-d

was unsure of| |mission at USAMRIID.
. 1

at and advised that]
I thought it strange that was

involved witia|

when
1 often observed f ] back in the

~l and I

I would observe studies that

] observed
]

this during

f

do

I
The door was kept locked

f

~l however f

1 also saw I walk through the lab during
\
without being dressed in protective clothing.

|

I
Some of the

|_

described some of the equipment used in the
in that it was made at USAMRIID.

tested at USAMRIID.
J
used in the studies were engineered and

on the hot si'de|
described suites

of the building, which were built in the 1950s, as fascinating.
Although they had the same basic set up as the other hot suites
they were more awe inspiring. I

during anthrax sprays . |

ip as tne otner not suites
3 was present in suite

| |

n • n i i . i *
*

advised that anthrax sprays are

be
b7C

-b6

b7C
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very time consuming as they take place over three consecutive days.
thought that the spray, along with the surroundings of suite
would have been fascinating to l I

Upon exiting the| would have
been able to see the preparation for an anthrax spray in I I and
would notice the activity as | I

~1 would often observe anthrax sprays and no one would bother
las it was a very hectic atmosphere during the experiment . Only

a mask and scrubs had to be worn to be in the lab during the spray,
and it would be easy to gain access to the lab as the combination
lock would be disabled in order to expedite the set up procedure

.

| asked questions about the dosage and media being used in
the sprays

.

BRUCE IVINS |~
| would culture the B.a. used

in the aerosol experiments in suite
| |

IVINS would need to leave
I I in order to pick up the samples from Bacteriology, and at that
time the lab was left unsecured. Further, the door between | land

I Iwas left unlocked, and there was a refrigerator in that did
not lock.

IVINS prepared the B.a. for the nebulizer in Building
I . He would then bring the B.a. to Building

| 1 suite I land
sr the samples to 50 milliliter (ml) conical tu

|. He would then bring the B.a. to Building
| |

suite
|

|and
transfer the samples to 50 milliliter (ml) conical tubes . The
samples were then sent straight to the hood line for the aerosol
challenge. recalled that IVINS labeled everything and
would tape the tops of the tubes for easy removal

.

After the sprays, the samples would go back to IVINS in
15ml conical tubes to be transferred to an agar plate and left in
an incubator overnight in I 1 This was done to Quantify the
amount of B.a. in the samples that had been used. I

advised that l ~lwould not have noticed a missing sample, but
perhaps IVINS would have . Any remaining labeled samples would have
been kept in the unlocked refrigerator in i 1 Other remaining
tubes and plates would have been in the unlocked incubator in

| \

These tubes and plates would not have been strictly accounted for.

Once the tubes and plates in the incubator had been
checked for colonies, they would have been placed in a garbage bag
under one of the hoods to be autoclaved. advised that
they could have sat in the bag for weeks

.
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There was one keycode for
| |

but many people were in
possession of it because they shared, equipment that was kept in
there. Once a person gains entry to the room, the lock can be
disarmed so that if you exit it does not re -lock. The Fire

there are
approximately! Ihot suites on the | 1 floor, at least

and |in the
| |

did not get the impression that wasLmpr
overly interested in anthrax, although I I was present at some
strange times and would pop into the lab during aerosol
experiments

. | |
would have known where anthrax was kept at

USAMRIID.

b6
b7C
b7F

bb
b7C

never talked about using anthrax as a weapon.
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when was around, which placed

| |
advised that security has gotten a lot

tighter at USAMRIID since September 11, 2001, although the freezer
in I I is still generally not locked. This freezer contains animal
sera from aerosol experiments.

1 1 has not been on the hot side of
1 Although there are no I 1

1 HSBSRISEKIBifekMiriiiiM

]and
both worked on anthrax sprays

. f
is

1 would have known f
|is now in

|

p.s they
Jand

once saw
[

Iwas surprised to seeT 1 there

.

Because of the nature of their job and the number of
night and weekend animal deaths, veterinarians have access to every
hot suite at USAMRIID. T Iwere seen on I I

|
speculated that it might have been

in suite l I because it was not a suite that was used much.

Some areas of Building I

~|were inl-.snnii-tpnt-.1v cl nsprl

from 1995 to late 1996 due to renovations.

could dry B.a . . Although
[

]was not under the impression that
did not think it would be

difficult to work with anthrax, it would be more difficult to dry
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it. I | did not think that USAMRIID had the personnel or
technology to work with dry spores . | | has never worked
with dried anthrax.

!

never expressed an interest in Aerobiology.
about I I work , but the specifics were

never clear. I 1 advised that
| |

is not the type to
share much information either.

appeared to be a good scientist, although

were 'arrogant

.

Both

In addition

shared an office with|
thought it war ~

:ept most oi

_|worked with:
Long with many of the
equipment in I I and

would go to USAMRIID as an

I
|
has never seen

| |

back at USAMRIID since
I lleft, and

|
has no t; been ir} any contact with|

had no recollection of discussing USAMA BIN LADEN or Al-
Qaeda and had no knowledge of any associates I I might have in
New Jersey.

|
[does not know

|
whereabouts last

fall.

who worked inf and left in

I Hast saw[
mostly worked with I

ongoing studies with

came into the lab during off hours

.

[
for a meeting. |

I and still has some
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On October 8, 2002,
|

|was interviewed at l I

place of employment, the United States Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , Fort Detrick.
Maryland, telephone I I by Special Agent I

I FBI, and Postal Inspector I I After being
advised of the identity of the agents and the purpose of the
interview, provided the following information:

Jwas provided with a copy of the second floor plan
for Building [with three freezers drawn in the hallway outside
of rooml I The floor plan is contained in the 1A envelope with

|
subsequent notations using red ink for pre-renovation and

black ink for post-renovation respectively, as well as notations
indicating the location of certain features of the first floor and
basement in Building

|

l advised that the three freezers are still in the
same location indicated on the floor plan, however these are new
freezers that hold the same contents as the previous ones

. |

further advised that these freezers were obtained prior to the
departure of

| I from USAMRIID. The freezers are
kept at -70° Celsius and are equipped with an alarm that sounds if
the door is kept open long enough for the temperature to rise.
After the alarm sounds and the door is closed, it is difficult to
reopen the door. This is because of a strong vacuum seal that
develops until the temperature returns to normal

.

thought that the freezers may have had locks in
place during the time that was employed at USAMRIID,
however these locks may not have been used. The freezers may also
have all had the same generic lock that everyone had the key for.
There are new locks on these freezers that were installed
approximately two to three weeks ago, however they are not very
sturdy as they must be glued rather than bolted to the exterior of
the freezer in order to preserve the freezer's structural
integrity

.

During the renovations of Buildi:
1990s,r~
that time their freezers were kept on thef

Purine

investigation on 10/08/2002 at Fort Detrick, Maryland
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Building
| |

The freezers were not locked and their doors were
taped shut . These freezers had to be moved to a Biosafety Level
(BL) 3| H in order to open them to obtain any of the contents

,

|
estimated that they returned to their lab space in

| after the renovations were finished.

Jo 6

b7C

many freezersPrior to the renovations of Building
|

were kept in the hallways of the building, but after the
renovations were completed the volume of freezers in the hallways
had to be reduced. I I estimated that

[

freezers and may have had
hallway prior to the renovations

.

may have had ]
Jfreezers in the

Through the window of a door labeled
| |

showed
the agentsf I freezers in the hallway, as well as a cold
room on the left side of the hallway that

| |
later indicated as

room on the floor plan.
|

| advised that the Virology Division
has some laboratory space in tne area behind the door labeled I

but1=1 was not sure exactly where since laboratory space
assignments change frequently.

On the first floor is room which is a hot room used
for aerosol study preparation as well as to house animals . Near

|
| freezers in the hallway.

| |
advised that|

works with Bacillus anthracis (B.a.)l L

i i

most likely has B.a. in
|

| freezers

.

The first
BRUCE IVINS and

|

Room f |is a hot
i _r

floor also had a cold room which was used by
Hand would have had B.a. samples in it.

line in which the aerosolization
studies would

room with a hood
have been conducted.

I H estimated that there were approximately six
freezers and one cold room in the basement of Building I I two of
which are
Division I
the basement that would contain B.a

To obtain a sample of B.a.

one of which may belong to the Virology
thinks that

j
|
would be the only freezers in

advised that[
in place governing that .[

any of

[

,
]has not

Jfreezers since the departure off

As part of routine decontamination,
[_

from the freezer,
|
however there is no policy

cleaned out the contents of

3 from USAMRIID.
a bleach solution

bo
b7C

uses
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to wipe down external areas of| lfreezers that people would most
likely touch, including the alarm silence button and the handle on
the door.

|
does not wipe down the entire exterior of the

freezers nor any of the interior.

During the renovation of Building
| |

keypads were
installed to regulate access to the various labs and suites

.

Because some equipment is shared among lab groups, people need to
gain access to labs that they don't normally work in.

I |has heard of a 911 override code for the keypads,
however

| Idoes not know if it actually works. If someone was in
medical distress inside of a hot suite, there is a call box that
can be used to contact security, however the protocol for such
emergencies has been changed frequently. had never heard
of a 911 distress code in case of an emergency inside of a hot
suite.

| |advised that USAMRIID has its own medical unit that
responds for any kind of exposure incident.

The procedure for working outside of one's normal shift
has changed recently. In the past, people were supposed to sign in
with security when they came in to work after hours, and they could
go ahead and work by themselves at night and on the weekends. Now
they must sign in with security when they arrive after hours and
they must work with a buddy. One can gain access to the building
and their work space without signing in, but security will see the
individual ' s activity on the keypads and will lock them in the
building. The person must call security in order to exit the work
area

.

I Ithought it was strange that
if wanted to obtain some B.a. at

never made any small talk, but[

|
| ears open and fyund out ^hat

not remember seeing

never
USAMRIID. They

thought that
|

|may have kept
Jworked with

on the hot side, even whe:
• :
when|_

does
was

coming and going frequently while trying to move things back after
the renovation.

to obtain
thought that it would have been easier for

,

the Ames strain of B.a . from the aerosol study
preparation area rather than from one of |~ freezers , as | 1 keeps

also thoughtmany different strains of B.a. in| lfreezers
it would have been easier to obtain it from the

1

"!

I I as there was a box in there containing B.a. spores and was
labeled as such. also had B.a. in suite|~

|
during the

]

b6
b7C
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renovation.
| 1 advised that if an individual knew of people’s

work and assigned freezers, the facility would have been "like a
candy store" in terms of obtaining B.a.

|
took the agents to the north loading dock in

Building 1425 where there were many functioning freezers stored.
All of the freezers had locks in place and each had a form with

advised that l [freezerspoint of contact information,
were probably not locked when they were stored on the loading dock
during the renovation and that the forms had only been in use for a
few months

.

b6
b7C

discussed a closed "anthrax building" that had
been used during the offensive bioweapons program at USAMRIID.

[

described it as the tallest building at Fort Detrick, and as being
on the other side of the post from USAMRIID. The building was ‘shut
down because of contamination during the switch from the offensive

At one time, ]
j
was not aware of any

]advised that the tours were

to the defensive bioweapons program,
gave tours of the building, although
tours currently taking place . I

started in order to promote a sense of openness with the community
and that Fort Detrick Headquarters was probably responsible for
starting up the program. I lhad heard rumors about the
building being leveled, or that it might be given to the National
Cancer Institute (NCI)

.

In approximately f
closed anthrax building

I

1 went

]to see the facility.

over to the
]

I
described fermentors that extended for the height of the building
and looked like rocket ships. These fermentors were filled with
B.a. during the time that the building was operational. There were
also many hood lines that|
functional

.

thought could still be

|
|advised that there should not be any Ames strain

B.a. present in the building as it has been closed down since 1969.
Any type of repair to the hood lines or anything else would be
obvious. I Ithought it would not have been difficult- to use that
building to prepare the anthrax letters

.

I |
does not think that an incubator, shaker, or

lyophilizer would have been necessary to prepare the type of dry
spores that were seen in the anthrax letters .1 1 did a
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|
advised that with the Ames strain of B.a., the vegetative

matter breaks down very quickly if you let the spores sit in water.
| |

thinks that something was added to the spores in the
anthrax letters to make them lighter. recalled a sample that

|
(received from Dugway Proving Grounds behaving in a similar

manner to that which was described for the anthrax letters .
|

opened the sample in the hood andl Idescribed the spores coming
out like a cloud. I Iwould likd I of the FBI to look
at the spores

| |,
as they are

very clean.

| ^agreed to take digital photography
freezers and the area surrounding them in Building

[_
provide them to the agents on a CD.

and to
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The following investigation was conducted by IRS
[_

at WFO on 10/28/2002:

A copy of a subpoena return from Walmart Pharmacy, 702
SW 8th St, Bentonville, AR 72716 was reviewed.

Walmart had been requested to locate [
1

- I

|
Included m the request were several names

believed to be possible aliases of I I

The copy of the subpoena return from Walmart is being
maintained in the 1A section of the file.
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On October 11, 2002 , | |was
interviewed telephonically at I I place o£ employment, the United
States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases
(USAMRIID)

, Fort Detrick, Maryland, telephone I ~lbv
Postal Inspector

| | United States Postal
Inspection Service. After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing Postal Inspector and the purpose of the interview,

I I provided the following information:

I I does not remember any conversations with
related to

|

advised that| Ihad only a few
askin

|
could not rule out the possibility that

may have asked
| |

but does not remember it

.

advised that vaguely remembered

attended,
attend the

|did not recall whether
|

lattended the
sd that BRUCE IVINS , I I

|
attended. | | also mentioned that I

S
honetic spelling) would know whether |

stated that l I most likely did not

|
advised that an international conference on

anthrax was held in Annapolis, Maryland in June 2001.
| |

said that
an anthrax conference is held approximately every four years

.

This information was provr*
FBI by Postal Inspector incorporation into

( telephonically

302 ~<3 Date dictated H/A
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On November 1, 2002,
|

date of birth
I social security account number I l

v/as interviewed at | place of
employment

, the United States Army Medical Research. Institute of
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , Fort Detrick, Maryland, telephone

I by Special Agent I I FBI, and Postal
Inspector

| I United States Postal Inspection
'Service. After being advised of the identity of the agents and the
purpose of the interview,

|
provided the following information:

|
I started working ini

|
with

in I Hand moved to then I

. .n | I While in|
along with

|
and

I | knew | | for app: _ . .

and had a few encounters with | during!
I 1 would request

|

in
| I recalled that the 1

1 I involved I [

| l
and may have been | I studies. estimated that

| ^
conducted

| I althougH
I |

was unsure of the exact date . These studies were . done over
approximately a time frame.

I ladvised that I would sometimes be present
during the! however

j
did not recall

that | Hwas present during any Bacillus anthracis sprays

.

Both B . anthracis and pox sprays were done in room | |of Building

kept l

~1 experimental animals on the hot side of
land would bring them to room| |for the aerosol challenges

I
Only four animals can be challenged at once, and the

process takes approximately thirty five minutes from start to
finish. If the technicians needed assistance, | |would obtain
the next set of four animals from the holding area for them. At
the conclusion of the spray, I

|
would either come to obtain

the spray samples or the technicians would bring the samples to

investigation on ll/Ql/2002 at Fort Detrick , Maryland

File # 279A-WF-222936 SUB

by SA
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immediately after

f

-i -i n -I

] does not recall whether any B.a. sprays took place
|sprays, however at least forty eight hours

would have elapsed between sprays of two different agents due to
decontamination measures

.

had no recollection of[ Ibeing involved with
B.a., and advised that

| Honly did B.a. sprays for
| |

and for
BRUCE IVINS. IVINS prepares the B.a. samples for aerosol
challenges and transfers them directly to the Aerobiology
technicians in room| |of Building

|
advised that IVINS

would not have brought B.a. samples in and left them unattended in
room I I

[ advised that I Ifelt uncomfortable around[
due to some conversations that they had and perhaps because I

I described I las aT
|
and advised that f

|
spent some time in the |

familiar with the circumstances ini
heard about I

~1 and was
had

conversations with |were mostly about how
sprays were going. They did not engage in any personal

conversation.
| ~Hnever asked l~ I about B.a. sprays and l I

did not seem to be 'interested in B.a.
focused on own research.

appeared to be

did not know where f
although ! lassumes that they were kept inT

located on the,
lab and across from the[
recalled ! -- -- .

Idid not know who performed necropsies on
[

1 next to the

[

samples,
lab which was

]co -workers
-
to
-
be”H

1 labT f

experimental animals

[
did not have any knowledge that knew where

was stored. I I did not think that B.a. storage areas wereB.a.
common knowledge at USAMRIID.

,
,

because! forked with IVINS on B.a. sprays.

Ihas not seen!

]knew where B.a. was stored

I back at USAMRIID since
did not know of any

be
b7C

Jo 6

b7C

b6
b7C

that
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I ladvised that the door to the lab was usually locked
during B.a. sprays. was responsible for putting
keypad locks on all of the doors, but these locks began to
malfunction during the 2000-2001 time frame.

The agent being used in the aerosol challenge was posted
on the door of the lab. People wanting to gain access to the lab
would stand at the door and wait to be waved in by the technicians.
There were usually at least two technicians present during most
aerosol studies, and therefore someone could open the door.

I did not know I I to' have any experience with
B.a. techniques, and hever heard that I I discussed or was
knowledgeable about B.a. I never heard of any missing lab
equipment during

| |
tenure at ' USAMRI ID

.

| |
had no knowledge of I financial situation,

work in other labs, associates in the New Jersey area, nor of any
travel to New Jersey.
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In an effort to support the AHERITHRAX, Major Case 184,

investigation, on Wednesday, February 27, 2002 and Thursday,

February 28,2002, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),

conducted ten (10) polygraph examinations at the United States Army

Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID), 1425

Porter Street, Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland.

(SA)

The polygraphs were administered by FBI Special Agent

^^and SA
I

Newark

Division, in the at

The following USAMRIID employee's voluntarily submitted

to the polygraph examinations:

bo

b7C

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27,2002;

"'9': OTTA.'MY, '-Room- RL2-Q-2-,- 1 |
?.-

9:00 A.M., Room RL204,

11:00 A.M., Room RL2 02,

Case ID : 279A-WF-222936-302 Serial : 2866



iTMpilij

28, 2002;

9:00 A.H., Room RL202,

investigation on 02-28-2002 at Frederick, Maryland

File it 279A-WF-222936, MAJOR CASE 184_ Date dictated 03-07-1
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9:00 A.M., Room RL204,f

11:00 A.M., Room RL202, DOCTOR BRUCE E. IVINS, PhD, Senior

Principal Investigator, Bacteriology Division.

11:00 A.M., Room RL204J

and SAI ladvised that the aforementioned

-Detr-i-c-k-

just USAMRIID) J | intended participation in a polygraph

^examination.Dtated that,
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i ,

On January 10, 2003,
|

[.
..social security, account: ..number I

interviewed, telephonjcally atl ^fa^e &&no$5vmeSF.

.date of

Arcer oemg advised of the identity of the
and the purpose of the interview,

| I provided the
following information:

.In reference to a September 18, 2001 trio that I

...
|BRUCE IVINS

| | to COVANCE, a
facility located in Denver, Pennsylvania,

| |employed by the United States Army Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)

, I I advised as follows.

COVANCE did rabbit vaccine studies for USAMRIID with
recombinant . Bacillus anthracis vaccines. Denver, Pennsylvania is a
small town in the middle of nowhere outside of Lancaster
Pennsylvania .

'

In order to use a government vehicle, the motor pool at
USAMRIID would have required the driver to fill out a form and
Y
Ql1^ have made a copy of the driver's license.

|
advised

I
IVINS was an awful driver.

IVINS may nave a copy or the required form., and the motor pool
should have a copy as well.

COVANCE is approximately a two hour drive from USAMRIID,
and the group rode up and back together and remained together all
day long. No one from the group broke off and went elsewhere. The
trip would have taken the entire day consisting of the drive,
dropping off the vaccine at COVANCE, and having lunch at a
restaurant that| |lVINS,f "[Liked up in that area.
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telephone
SA

I

On January 15. 2003. I

. I Fort Detrick. Maryland,
[provided the attached motor pool records to

The vehicle dispatch records indicate that BRUCE IVINS
used a government vehicle on September 18, 2001 to travel round
trip to Denver, Pennsylvania. Any passengers were not listed on
the record.

advised that
| |

could also search for the vehicle
request form submitted in connection with that vehicle dispatch.

aa°\A- - "56 2,

a^
investigation on Ql/15/2003 at Fort Detrick . Maryland

File # 279A-WF-222936 Soon Date dictated N/A

by SA I
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FORT DETRICK

TMP NUMBER: G12 -11496
VEHICLE DISPATCH RECORD

DATE: 09/18/01

TEMP USER
PHONE

OPER NAME/GRADE
DISPATCH TIME
DISPATCH DATE

DATE TO RETURN
CARD NO

RIID

IVINS, BRUCE
07:42
09/18/01
09/18/01

ASSIGNED TO: DISPATCH OFFICE
YR-TYPE OF VEHICLE: 99-PLYMOUTH BREEZE

GSA NUMBER: G12-11496
OFF CODE: TMPD

SUBPOOL CODE: 2
TYPE OF DISPATCH: GEN DISPATCH

ODOMETER BILLING INFO

MILEAGE COST:
MONTHLY COST:

BEGINNING MILEAGE: 41904 ACCESSORY CODE:

ENDING MILEAGE:
OFF POST MILES:'

DAILY COST:

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL OPERATORS:

0.115
175.00

5.83

DESTINATION:
DENVER, PA

FUEL
EXTENDED DISP : N
MULTIPLE DRIVERS :Y
DISPATCHER: DMA

DID YOU PERFORM OPERATOR MAINTENANCE?



3 .

FORT DETRICK

TMP NUMBER: G12 -11496
VEHICLE RETURN RECORD DATE: 09/18/01

TIME: 15:42:00

TEMP USER
PHONE

OPER NAME/GRADE
DISPATCH TIME
DISPATCH DATE
DATE TO RETURN

CARD NO

RIID

IVINS, BRUCE
07:42
09/18/01
09/18/01

ASSIGNED TO: DISPATCH OFFICE b ' (

YR-TYPE OF VEHICLE: 99 -PLYMOUTH BREE
GSA NUMBER: G12-11496

OFF CODE: RIID
SUBPOOL CODE: 2

TYPE OF DISPATCH: GEN DISPATCH

ODOMETER BILLING INFO CLOSED OUT BY: RR

BEGINNING MILEAGE: 41904

ENDING MILEAGE: 42133
OFF POST MILES: 227

• MILES CHARGED: 229

MILEAGE RATE: $0,115
MILEAGE COSTS :$ 26.34

RETURN DATE: 09/18/01
RETURN TIME: 15:42:00
VEHICLE USED:
1 Days 0 Hrs 0 Min
DAILY RATE: $. 5
DAILY COSTS:' $ 5
ADMIN COSTS: $ 4
TOTAL CHARGES: $ 36

( $ 5.84 + $ 4.5
+ $ 26.34)

5.83
5.84
4.50
36.67

4.50

NOTES

:

DESTINATION:
DENVER, PA
NOTES

:

FUEL:
OIL:
DISPATCHER: DMA
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°£ ^fectiousjUg^RIID ), social^e^^tj^acc^nt number:
| I,

.
,

I office tel mhonp • f f was
irtterviewed by

| [ united Stahls Pnsi-ai InspectorUnited States .Postal Inspection Service, Washington Division, and'
v.T

Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation

r^nShowedT
1^

^ %h^e Ix}^ec^or I

,

I and Special ' Agent
\ hjL Jtheir

^

official identification and explained to
\

[the purpose of the interview,
| provided the following:

Although
| I is affiliated with the

at USAMRIID,
| I ia—formally ass igned t!d the|

1 I Ibegan work-'-1-’
and worked in the

Department

.

t TTSAMRTTn /

I
I Approximately!

during the
| .11 switched I

*
I resea

,_E2J
i

,
I has only used Room

|

since
| Ibegan working at USAMRIID in

While assigned to the I

collaborated with I

_ eyond merely exchanging greetings

seminar!
8

?
nIy ajjQ^nd]

1 during group meetings, lectures and_eminars.—| [vaguely remembers attending group meetings where

couict not recall specifics about the content o£\The group meetings were held in the I

IR33I56H5IS

.
I ^ I

cannot remember when
| jleft USAMRTiNothing stands out xn|

| rnind regarding
\thought ^

1 , u :

ordinary and did not attract I attention. I ^fllE^not

Investigation on 01/15/200
. Frederick, MD

3A-BA-C1013 92-?fr;

0f U’e FBL 11 iS “*« Of the FBI and is Led



ow
|

|immediate co-
did not discuss anthrax with

I research proiects.

located

does not know what lab

Room
l

iRooml Iwhich is
used for research into I

which is a potential biological threat . The aim of the research is
to understand these pathogens so the researchers can create
vaccines to develop immunities to these pathogens. The research
involves I \

I
|
have access to

the Ames strain of anthrax for their research. The Ames strain of
anthrax is used in research occurring only in the hot labs

.

believes I obtained the Ames strain of anthrax m
the hot labs from Bruce Ivins . Prior to removing the Ames strain
of anthrax from the hot labs, they would irradiate it to ensure the
safe removal of the antiqens from the hot labs to the cold lab
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On January 7, 2003,
|

I date of
birth

| I social security account number I I was
interviewed at | | place of employment , I

telephone I

I Atter Being advised of the identity of the agents and the
purpose of the interview,

| |
provided the following

information:

I 1 does not have a personal planner or daily-
calendar from 2001 . | I does not keep any of | Icredit nard
statements

. | 1 left
| | laboratory notebooks from time at

the United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious
Diseases (USAMRIID)

| I has a folder withl ~]at
I I that contains some information onl l

.

While
| |

was employed at USAMRIID.
computers there, both of which are located in

I

One is currently being used bv
| | a

being used byl

I

and the other is

The USAMRIID computer system has an "L drive" on which
all employees have a folder to store their data if their hard drive
is full.

|

~| usually saved I I work to the hard drive on I I

computer or to a disk. When I I left employment at USAMRIID
I |copied I 1 data onto zip disks and has them withl [

The material is mostly general lab protocols
. | |

did not make any
entries in

| I computer regarding
| |

daily activities, and advised
that most experimental data would nave been handwritten.

| |

did not use any laboratory equipment that gave any dated printouts.

To the best ofl Irecollection. I I wag wn-rlHnrr at-

USAMRIID on

I
recalled going to the|

night during the week of I

t—l

fwith

investigation on 01/07/2003 at Frederick . Maryland

File # 27 S

saT
by SA

y 9A-BA~ClQl Date dictated ]\[/&
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1 1 recalled that on the evening of 1 1

1 1 was at a|
|

Other
individuals present at the| “1 include : BRUCE IVINS , 1 1

1 1

J
were present as well

. [ ^recently moved to

I ~l never handled any of the four anthrax letters
processed at USAMRIID, and I I assumes that they were handled only
in Room I I of Suite l ~Tdoes not know if the letters went
through the passbox into the suite.

The same passbox was used by everyone in Suite and
Suite

j I
Gloves were not used when handling the passbox, as it

was in a "no glove" area in the office near a telephone and a
When ! I used the passbox,

[

computer
.

the door, the light switch, and the shelves,
touched these same surfaces as well.

touched the latches,
Others would have

Building [

building. The I

light was automatic.

~had only one pass box for the entire
]
passbox did not have a light switch, as the

|

~1 advised that over the years I I probably touched
everything in Suite I I a^ well as areas of Building I without

first started at USAMRIID, Idid not have
son shared all of | | equipment

gloves . When
any lab space of

| | own _ , ,

including
|

] centrifuge and shaker.

does not know where ] procured the
plexiglass glovebox in SuiteT I in which the letters were handled.

I

~| knew that | I had not used that glovebox prior to its being
used for the letters, as all of the gloveboxes

[_

were made of steel and glass

.

had ever used

m a
There was a rumor

to the letter being Irradiated.
[

in a I

that
| |

opened one of the letters
lab' in the clinical lab hallway prior

referred to this incident

]
interview with the FBI and advised that

.b6

b7C

b6
b7C
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has been in this laboratory once.
IVINS were called bv l~ I on

recalled thatf

b6
b7C

a .qnnHav rvirrht- bn mmg -ipt-r>

This
took place while

| |was still working at USAMRI ID.
| |

may have also been in this lab once, as did some
work in that hallway

.

Bacteriology and Diagnostic Services Division (DSD) do
not get along with each other.

| |
provided training to the

Bacteriology Division in how to handle DSD samples but Bacteriology
only handled one sample for DSD. The sample had some contamination
and they never received any other samples from DSD.

inf
1 currently works in

| |
but previously

Jsometimes claims to have doneworked in_
things that| |hasn't and this has also led to some problems
between the two divisions

.

[ ] advised that
|

~~| did not use pre-stamped
envelopes while at USAMRI ID and did not see anyone else in
possession of them.

| |
saw a picture of one of the anthrax

letters at the FBI science review session and did not think that
the paper was remarkable in any way.

once saw
£near the back door of Building [

security guards sit. Q ~ldoes n
still in that location.
the

I 3$

~| at a Xerox machine
] directly across from where the
know if the same machine is

does not recall seeing at

never handled any of the four anthrax letters
from the Fall 2001 mailings.

was advised thatf
the FBI.be interviewed by

later date to do a walk throu
out to them exactly where

|
| worked.

SA |

"
'

S agreed to meet the agent s at
of USAMRIID so that

\ | coul

]will need to

I | could point
agreed to meet with

Jin order to have the scent dogs check| ~| again.
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I

Qn^Iajmary 13, 2003, I date o f
birth

|
I social security account number was

interviewed at place of employment, the United States Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)

, Fort
Detrick, Maryland, telephone

| | After being advised of
the identity of the agents and the purpose of the interview, |

provided the following information:

receipt of the anthrax letter?
approximately I

prior to the

the following loc
advised that the anthrax letters were worked on in

I I The Daschle letter was handl Prl in[_
Suit^ and Suite the Leahy letter was handlec
the Post letter may have been handled in|

|
and I

know where the Brokaw letter had been handled.

Suite|
did not

The only letter
| |the

Daschle letter. It was received at USAMRIID on the evening of
October 15, 2001 and opened in Roomf" [ a biological safety,
level (BL) 2 facility. As soon as the powder behaved like
cigarette smoke, it was determined that the Daschle letter was "too
much" for a BL2 lab. It was locked in the refrigerator in

that night and moved to Suite a
| |

area, the next
evening. A chain of custody on notebook paper was set up hv

land the letter was signed out from

After the Daschle letter was moved to
BRUCE IVINS made a dilution of the powder contained in it . IVINS
took some powder out of the envelope with a scalpel and placed it
in a glass ervovial . IVINS set up culture nl at.es I

Investigation on

File » 279A-W]
' sa|

hv SA

01/13/2003 _
:it Fort Detrick, Maryland

?-222936A R02 2 79A-BA-C1013 9 2>i* Stated N /

A
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I |
advised that the scalpel that IVINS used was

probably a disposable one and that the culture plates were most
likely tryptic soy agar. This media was made at USAMRIID, and the
plates were stored in a cold room in

|
~| Each research group has

their own supply of culture plates, and l I IVINS probably
used their own plates rather than those from another research
group

.

The Bacillus anthracis grew on the culture plates
overnight and

| |
IVINS counted the plates the next morning.

Some of the plates had B.a. colonies that were too numerous to
count. I Ithinks that the dilution may have been IxlO 1 '.

I

After the Daschle letter was opened in | |

approximately sixteen people who had been in and out of the room
were tested for exposure to anthrax and placed on antibiotics .

jthe following individuals as being ini I at
that time : I

I 1 worked |

on a regular basis.
| |

did not borrow lab coats, scrubs

,

respirators , or any other equipment from others . f I

I
If pulls out more gloves than!

I
places the extra gloves back in the box. |

same type gloves with I

_rneeds

,

shared the

I I described the normal sequence of event s when I |

enters the lab. In the cold side change rooml
|
opens! [Locker,

gets out off Istreet clothes, puts on scrnbsTI

je room
| |

takes of 1
1

All of these activities are done without
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wearing gloves, and whether f
the lab depends on what

|_

puts on gloves once
Jbe doing that day.

entered
touches

glassware, hood controls, and other such equipment without gloves
Before openinq anythinq containinq B.a. spores would put on
gloves and a respirator.

[_

the hood, all equipment that
, , , __ _

top.
| | would not necessarily clean every area that[

touched with | | bare hands

.

uses a bleach solution to clean
used that day, and the 'counter

1

was not present in when
opened the Daschle letter to obtain a B.a sample

IVINS

be
b7C
b7F

advised that the organism being used in a challenge is
usually "plated" two davs beforehand

f

|
advised that if this were the case, it would have be

documented in I llab notebooks

.

ien

The Daschle letter was contained within several ziplocs
and positioned so that both the front and the back could be seen
for photography purposes .1 I

thereby made some of the FBI personnel unhappy, including SA

I

I
SA| I and SAf Ifelt that"

bS
b7C

bo
-b7C

b7F
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There is "bad blood" between DSD and Bacteriology.

asked

doesn't know what IVINS
swabbed or when he conducted his swabbing,

| |

I just prior to an April 19 , 2002 town
hall meeting at USAMRIID.

I I learned that IVIN'S had taken fifty swabs of the
office

| does not know if
he swabbed the I Ipassbox . I

removed from
also thought that a slide containing B.a. that was

h
' ~~
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| |
advised that the letters would have had to be

irradiated before returning them to the FBI . All work that was
done with the letters should be documented in the DSD records . The
case file is probably locked up with the Good Laboratory Practice
(GLP) group in Building 1412 . IVINS has a record of any work that
he did with the evidence. IVINS

|

did side projects with the evidence.

described as very smart but not very
orqanizec

I 1 thinks that the contamination that IVINS found was
from the letters and was because most people had mishandled them.
The letters were not taken anywhere for presentation purposes

.

had no knowledge of any of the letters being opened in the
area I I and again advised that I I

I \ can not think of anyone that
|

responsible for the mailings
.

did not know"
thinks ma\

but remembers seeing l I in the hallwa
I I advised that

I

never spoke with
I knew I Iwe11

.

I 1 walked the agents around some areas of Building
took them to | |

which serves as an in processing
center for items received. DSD started a computerized tracking
system for these items in November 2001. There are approximately
thirteen people that have full access to the room, and with the
exception of those individuals, everyone entering must sign in.

|
would have the old sign in logs from I I

has locked drawers with some case files in
them. Access is restricted to those who have full access to the
room. The refrigerators and freezers in I I are locked as
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well.' These locks were not in place during the time that the
letters were being handled at USAMRIID. New keypads were installed
around September or October 2002. A list of the following names

Suitel I is kept locked
. | |

are both
airlocks.

| 1 are all cold suites.
|

|is the
women 1 s change room and is the men's change room for Suitel |

I had no knowledge of doors ever being propped open. I I is
across froml I The airlock between I land the]

|
side is I I

The letters may have been stored in at some point

.

\ thought that the gloveboxes that were used to
process the letters were purchased new by the FBI for that specific
purpose.

|

~1 advised that two keys are needed to open of these
gloveboxes, and therefore two people must be present as each person
only had access to one key. I | did not know if the glovebox
was used for all four letters,

I

I would have the list of those who
had access to the keys

.

There are currently passbox and airlock logs, however
these were not in place during the time that the letter evidence
was at USAMRIID. It is now required that the passboxes be wiped
down with bleach after each use, however that policy was also not
in place during the time that the letters were handled at USAMRIID.

An office supply vending machine with a swipe card
mechanism was located in a hallway near a Pepsi machine.

I showed the agents Room I Iwhere there are
numerous incubators, some of which were there prior to receipt of
the letters.

|

~|thought it would be difficult to keep a lot of
material unnoticed in an incubator in Building I 1 and I I did not
know if it would be possible to do that in Building I I

thought that if a lab went unused for a long time in I l it might
be possible to keep material in an incubator undetected.

If the material was not hot,
I I The following individuals worked in I I

iome people trom| were m and
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. rage

out of

| |
showed the agents the Clinical Lab (Clin Lab)

which is part of DSD and operationally under the supervision of
Personnel have their blood and urine tests done at

the Clm Lab and prior to the implementation of SIP, the Clin Lab
provided all medical services to personnel. SIP is responsible for
providing immunizations, physicals, and mask fit tests. None of
the hot areas can be accessed through the Clin Lab

.
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On February 11, 2003, |
I datig-of

birth
| I social security account number I l was

interviewed at I Iplace of employment. I

I
I telephone I

Ibv Special Agents (SAs)
| |

l of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
|

who was
already familiar with the identities of the interviewing agents, .

provided the following information:
(

For items such as paper and stationery, I Iusually
shops at I

I I has purchased envelopes at
I I The only paper, other than copier/laser
printer paper. I I used while

I
worked at the United States

Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)
was 5" by 7" lined tablets on which |~

|
kept "to-do" lists.

|
|

obtained those tablets from the supply cabinet in the Division
Office . The computer paper was usually in boxes stacked in the
hallway near the change rooms for suites B3 and B4 . or in . the
cabinets there. I 1

| |
cannot

recall any occasion when|
|
picked up paper in a store, did not

purchase it, and put it lack on the shelf.

The only copy machines used at USAMRIID were the
library copier and the one located by the rear entrance to building
1425.

|
never used public copy machines except for the one at

the Public Library in

The Post Office

machines there

.

ice I I routinely used was the one on
and! ~lused the stamp vending

as also used the! I Post Office.

|
shops at the grocery store at the

land- the
iry cleaning to the cleaners in I

land also uses a

investigation on 2/11/03 at Frederick, Maryland (
'

File # 279A-WF-222936 . OT79A- ^92 Date dictated 2 /14 /03V
sa| *

by SA

2/11/03

HUB uouimuail mmm neilhSf fSMttUWMdAlions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. I
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had for years

.

|never purchased
has several that has

I
|
and

| |
have eaten at the

| |
in

I but they do not eat out very often.

At USAMRIID, there was a common stock of zippered plastic
bags stored in the hallway outside the The
bags were not Ziploc brand and came on a roll wxth bags attached to
each Other at the onarfincrfl ThP rnl 1 of tiacra was ggx-nrvarl Viv a

rubber band.
| experiments . Anyone using the supply of

nags would have to pick up the roll and tear off the bags they
needed , then replace the roll The bags were approximately gallon
size. does not know if the same bags were used for
packaging the anthrax letters

.

the letters were received at USAMRIID.
exact dates or days of the week, butl

-^
I
in progress at the time

I does not recall the
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| |

DUGWAY could produce it m large batches
. | |

always
used the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis for the aerosol
challenges

.

IVINS used the original slant containing AMES received in
1981 to make a new stock of Ames. Fori |work,

I ~l may have used Ames froml 1 collection which/ would
have originated from a stock of Ames started by I

I lhas used IVINS' stock since then for I

~1 research arid has used
the same protocol for growing Ames . The protocols used' by other
researchers at USAMRIID came from IVINS and ! I in more recent
years.

| I grows I I Bacillus anthracis | ]

and IVINS do not grow it by that technique. The protocols used by
| IVINS, and other researchers at USAMRIID are published in

an article titled "Efficacy of a human anthrax vaccine in guinea
pigs, rabbits, and rhesus macaques against challenge by Bacillus
anthracis isolates of diverse geographical origin" . |

this protocol
|

| and maybe
| |

used a few minor variations to the published
rotocol

.



finished product is used in intra-muscular (IM) challenges.

For aerosol studies, the product is further processed
with a density gradient to get the vegetative cells and other
matter out. None of the material

| Ifor /aerosol
challenges was agar-grown. I I does not think I I

|
|

would use material
that wa's grown on agar . | | has not grown Ames spores on agar.
The Ames sporulates very well . If left in an incubator for 24
hours

, the Ames will have some spores

.

\ stored the Ames spores in 50 ml conical tubes in
the | I of suite l I The Ames in these tubes was for the IM
challenges and was not highly purified. The ultra-pure Ames for
the aerosol challenges was stored in one- liter poly flasks and was
kept separate from the IM challenge material . All of the material
was stored in the room, but

|
|may also have kept some

of the Ames in the unlocked refrigerator in|
|
Room

Each tube was labeled with the name of the strain, the date of
harvest, and the concentration.

Two flasks would produce enough' material for the guinea
pig work. estimated that the concentration . of spores was
something like 2 x 10 8 or 10 9 per ml. When the colony is initially
re-suspended in 5 ml. traces of the sheep's blood agar are not
visible. I I did not document each individual tube of Ames
spores

|
|prepared, and it would have been possible for someone to

take some of the spore prep without
|

noticing.

|
thinks

|
| research group is the only group

at USAMRIID to grow Bacillus anthracis on agar.
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The Dugway samples were maintained by I I

only used the Dugway material for |

I This study was prior to the
|

I
The samples were stored in Eppendorf tubes in the I I

hallway for the I

believes some of the Dugway Ames was agar grown.
I iDuqwav material was kept in the original orange screw

-

cap
containers and was put in the refrigerator in i I lab when I I was
finished with it.

bo
b7

_ ]used in
for

| lby the Tissue Culture group at USAMRIID. '"[

The sheep 1 s blood agar£ study was made'

] did not wear
gloves when preparing the plates and setting up the lab for the
work. The broth is only opened in the hood long enough to withdraw
some with a pipette. The initial streaking of the agar plate is
very brief, and the bacteria is not exposed for long.

Some people believe the entire batch of spore preparation
is heat shocked at the same time, but

| |
IVINS only heat

shock the portion needed when they are ready to do each challenge.
IVINS would usually go into the lab early and heat shock the amount

also heat shocked toneeded for the aerosol challenges
.a rid of vegetative cells and possibly to stimulate the bacteria.

diluted down to get the target 100 microliters from stock
solution and put it in a first dilution tube. That tube would be
the one heat shocked. The material was freshly heat -shocked
each time

.

used
makes a nice density gradient (one could use sucrose)

.

been using the
| |

when

] that

continued to use it

.

IVINS had
came to USAMRIID, and

| |

is willing to take the agents on a tour of the
USAMRIID laboratories where |~

I worked if necessary.

1 provided a copy of the published article which is
maintained in the 1A section of the file.
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On 04/17/2003, SA
j
__ received nineteen

(19) five milliliter tubes containing various amounts of
irradiated, non-viable bacteria from! I

I
|

SA transported the
tunes to the United States Army Medical Research Institute
(USAMRIID) , 1425 Porter Street, Ft. Detrick, Maryland, where f I

I took possession of the items and placed them in a / Wrefrigerator for storage.
[

The following represents the materials transferred from ^

—

NMRC to USAMRIID:

Item # Description

_3 2.3 ml B. anthracis Ames spore lxlO 7 cfu/ml H20 12/18/98

4 2.5 ml B. anthracis Ames spore 1x10 s cfu/ml H20 12/18/98

31 2.5 ml 1 June 96 11.914 Ames June 96 9.9xl0 8 1% Phenol

33 0.6 ml (+pellet) illegible B . anthracis Ames Spores NSM?
/29/ 1% Phenol

34 5 ml LD Ames 1 large pellet

35 1.3 ml B. anthracis Ames 1x10 s cfu/ml H20 Lot 02398

36 5 ml Bruce Ames LD Resuspended to 0.1 g/ml H20 original
spore prep, raw not purified, From Bruce LD Ivins 1.2xl0 9

1% Phenol

37 5 ml B. anthracis Ames Lot 112997 in NSM Wash 1 of 4

38 5 ml B. anthracis spores Ames Lot 112997 in NSM Wash 2 of
4

39 5 ml B. anthracis spores Ames Lot 112997 in NSM Wash 3 of
4

40 5 ml B. anthracis Ames Lot 112997 in NSM Wash 4 of 4

investigation on 04/17/2003 at Silver Soring, Maryland

File # 279A-WF-222936 - SOsL ^
Date dictated

by SAl

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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41

42

43

44

46

47

48

49

5 ml Ames 12/1/99 Combo

5 ml Ames 10 10 original lxlO10 Rewash

5 ml B. anthracis Ames Lot 31 July 97 BASP Renografin
purified 8/5/97 4 .4xl0 8 cfu/ml 1% Phenol - Dry

5 ml Renografin purified 1-9-92 Ames spores resuspended
to O.lg/ml 1% Phenol 1.26xl0 9 - Dry

5 ml Ames spores Renografin repurified 4/10/92 8.3x10 s

1% Phenol SBA Lot 41092

5 ml NSM Purified Ames spores Renografin prepared
01/21/92 stored in 1% Phenol (C?H) 7.9x10® B. cereus

5 ml B. anthracis Ames Leighton DOI

5 ml B. anthracis Ames NSM liquid
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of birth f

On April 2 9, 2003,

Date of transcription

Zl
04/30/2003

1 social security account number

|

1 wa
~| place of employment I

was interviewed at

date
-r~

"jtelephone
I After being advised of the idehtitTe^s 'o~f

' the' agents
and the purpose of the interview, I I provided the following
information:

was awarded

or| I from
1 and received]

~1 University. T

degree by the f

nm
at the United States Army Medical

Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)

.

was next assigned tof
where worked withQ

| I
worked on and received

j n_ .University through thefE[research was done at USAMRIID,

|
at USAMRIID

I At the same time,
from

|

|
All~of

~

and it was primarily m

|

1

las a| ~Tis
•

currently employed by
land works as a 1 1

did not actually work hands on with Bacillus
anthracis (B.a.) and never grew any B.a. spores

1
|

although
some of the people

|

]did. never saw the
original B.a. Ames sample at USAMRIID as Iwas not working in the

I when it was received. While 1 Iwas the

1m association with

investigation on 04/29/2003 at Frederick, Maryland
279A-WF-222936 -302_=262R

# 279A-WF- 222936 1 R02 . 279A-BA-C10139 Z»ate dictated

by

SA
SA

N/A
\
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it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. _
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worked with

|
advised

that B.a. does not look like itself without its two plasmids . I

__ie strain of B. a. used for these studies was not Ames, but was
\ This strain started out as attenuated, but

was not avirulent

.

| |
a project to obtain very clean

B.a. Ames spore preparations from Dugway Proving Grounds in the
late 1990 s. BRUCE IVINS

| | worked hands on with the
material ,

I |

During suite closures for renovations, freezers would
usually be moved to the warehouse area in the rear corner of the
building near the loading dock. This area was adjacent to Suite [_
and was an addition built at USAMRIID. Freezers were kept locked,
any time they were outside of a containment area. A keycard was
needed in order to obtain access to the warehouse area, and all of
the freezers had a key lock. In addition, the freezers were taped
shut and had alarms

.

|
primary

of Building!
1 while at USAMRIID was Room
lworked with I
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in this lab. When Suite B4 was shut down for renovation, the
freezers that had been located outside of Room I I in the hallway
were either moved to Suite B3 , decontaminated to remain in Suite ! I

during the renovations, or moved to the warehouse area.

I 1 did not know

I

1 to be in Suite!

I knew to have contact with[

|
and never knew

Iwas the only person that

Piggybacking through doorways around USAMRIID- occurred
during the time that I Iwas employed there . Piggybacking
could also happen in the hot suites, as one person may not use
their pin number if they were going through the door at the same
time as someone else. When l

~|worked at USAMRIID, people
knew each other well enough to recognize who belonged there because

advised that there areof the small number of employees . F
probably a couple hundred more employees currently at USAMRIID than
were there when l

~| left in I

~1 Most of these new employees are
contractors

.

I I has never used a lyophilizer. recalled one
lyophilizer in the Bacteriology Division located in Suite B5 . The
doors to Suite B5 were kept open during the day, therefore access
to the lyophilizer would not have been limited. When the doors
were locked, anyone in the Bacteriology Division would have had
access. I I was also aware that the Toxinology Division had
some small lyophilizers, and advised that there were probably some
others scattered around USAMRIID.

advised that within the area where a person
worked, for example a hot suite, the freezers were not kept locked,
however all regulatory requirements were still being met. Because
of storage problems, people entered each other's freezers
frequently. There was not a two person rule in effect while

was at USAMRIID, and people would often come in to work
alone on the weekends

.

It was common for USAMRIID personnel to know what the
people around them were working on, and therefore to also know what
materials were used in their studies . These materials were stored
with the researcher's name and a code number. When people left
USAMRIID, they usually did not clear out their work materials
because they did not know if someone would want to use them after
they left.

ho
b7C

be
b7C

be
b7C

be
b7C
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|
could not imagine that anyone in i I group at

USAMRIID was responsible for the fall 2001 anthrax mailings. I I

could see someone perhaps sending B .a. to a superior at work, but
not through the public mail system. I I could not imagine someone
doing it to raise money for biodefense or to demonstrate to
Congress that money was needed for such biodefense efforts

.

It would have been difficult for someone to prepare the
mailings at USAMRIID. There was a very small group of people
working on B.a., and most of these people worked together. There
were fermentors in Suite B4 that could have been used, however it
would have been necessary for two people to work together to
operate this equipment

. | | does not think that someone would
have taken a wet B.a. spore prep out of USAMRIID. Someone would
have noticed if a large quantity of B.a. Ames was being grown.

The manner in which the mailings were sent was not the
optimal method if the goal was to kill a large number of people

.

The mailer could have made the same point using B.a. Stearne . It
would have taken until the plasma preparation or polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) results came back before the panic would have died
down. It made more sense to | | that someone outside the
country sent the letters as an act of economic terrorism, rather
than to kill people. The clean up and aftermath have probably cost
billions of dollars. In a few years, the real impact of the
mailings on the economy will be seen. For example, hoof and mouth
disease has cost the United Kingdom (UK) ten billion dollars. If
the UK was to vaccinate their animals, they would not be allowed to
export their meat to countries without hoof and mouth disease.

I I described additional consequences of the anthrax mailings

.

There are currently more Biosafety Level (BL) 4 labs being planned
for construction in the United States than can be staffed by
qualified scientists.

B.a. is one of the easiest organisms to work with. There
are certain tricks of the trade that could be used to get very high
purity and that could be learned from the literature. For example,
some very pure samples have been made at USAMRIID for aerosol
challenges .1 1 has not read the literature about how to dry
B.a., but

| |
has been told that it is not that difficult to do.

There are certain tricks to drying B.a. that could be learned from
the offensive bioweapons program.

|

does not know if this
information would be sufficient to obtain the B.a. as pure and dry
as the material in the letters

.
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Information from the offensive weapons program has been
passed on from some of the "old timers", as well as from
preparedness scenarios over the last few years . A number of people
from the Bacteriology Division who have worked on problems with the
"old timers", as well as people who have attended certain
classified briefings, know of offensive program information.

I advised that the passing of this knowledge is "all within
the system". The "old timers" are training the next generation to
protect the country, thus some information needs to be shared.

A number of people have knowledge of the secrets related
to working with B.a. It is not a difficult agent to work with, and
equipment is available to protect oneself while working with it

.

One could set up a cabinet and use it to prepare the letters if
they were not concerned that someone would be collecting a soil
sample contaminated with B.a

.

It would be difficult to do without
leaving behind a trace

.

A different equipment set up is required for working with
a dry B.a. aerosol as opposed to a wet B.a. aerosol.

| |

some of the first wet aerosol experiments when USAMRIID started
doing aerosols again \~ ~| It was difficult to convince
the USAMRIID Commander at the time of the necessity of aerosol
studies, as the institute had become a very public entity and the
stigma from the offensive bioweapons program remained, f
had no knowledge of any dry B.a. work at USAMRIID.

The official USAMRIID archive culture collection is kept
in Suite

| |
Principal Investigators (Pis) can submit their

samples to tne collection, although it is not required. There are
collections of B.a. spores from other researchers in the archives,
and
preparations

.

was not sure if all of those are wet spore

There is a large collection of B.a. in the Bacteriology
Division which is currently administered by IVINS and stored in
Suite B4 . PERRY MIKESELL, who now works for Battelle Memorial
Laboratory, was involved with getting the B. a. for the collection
in the late 1970s or early 1980s. £
not all be wet spore preparations

.

advised that these may

Jo 6

b7C

b6
b7C
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| |
United States Army Military Research Institute

for Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)
,
located at Fort Detrick,

Maryland. was advised that I Iwas being interviewed
concerning I knowledge of

| |
and I I activities while

at USAMRIID. Inspector
| ^

United States Postal
Inspection Service, was present for the interview. After being
advised as to the nature of the interview and the identity of the
interviewing investigators, | provided the following
information:

knowledge of I

was assigned as
recall having s<

picture of I

advised that
I While

t l I had very little first hand
e l I was working at USAMRIID

|

I does not
at USAMRIID and did not recognize the

as having seen I I prior

.

investigation on 08/19/2002 at Ft . Petricl^Maryland

File# 279A-WF-222936, 279A-BA-C101392#f ill l dictated 08/28/2002
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Several years ago
| |

gave a presentation on Ft.
Detrick. | | could not recall the exact location of the
presentation. I I

|| |
thought the

presentation took place in | I
believed that

|

~|

would have logs as to who had given presentations on Ft. Detrick.

is aware of a situation where a retired individual
brought in old paint cans which contained vials of Anthrax.
believes that Bruce Ivins would have information concerning this.

| recalled that this person had the cans stored in a garage and
came across them while cleaning out the garage. I |had no
knowledge of | Ibeinq involved with these samples.

When asked if I | knew of anyone who would commit the act
of mailing Anthrax,

|
was unaware of anyone who would. felt

as though the individual did not intend to harm anyone as one of
the letters spoke of taking antibiotics.



noted that when]
then recalled that! Iwas the person at

USAMRI ID that
I Irecalled that on a few occasions! I

started
to say something to^a persorT |

believed was I I and then
real i zed that it was the other personl

I

I Iworks in Building |

~| at USAMRIID. has access
to the

| BL-3 hot suites (the areas at USAMRI ID where
research is performed I I

used to have
access to soma of thel I suites due to the fact that

MU .

Investigation on 08-21-02 at Ft. Detrick, Maryland

nit 11 n i n nn *

^
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|
|work involved research onf

.

Now / in order for a non-
Bacteriology Division personnel to get access to one of those hot

P
suites, special access clearance must be requested, f

J
has participated in Bacillus anthracis (Ba)

challenges as part of Iresearch projects. I Iworks onf
studies

participated in some challenges
Ames strain of Ba, but all of those studies occurred within the

J which involved the

last year. IVINS 'is the USAMRIID person who controls the Ames
strain and provides it to those needing it for research. IVINS'
laboratory technician,
research.

3 assists with the Ba

| |
had no knowledge of what division

while at USAMRI ID, nor did I lknow where in USAMRIID
Jwork.

| |
did not recall ever seeing

suites, and specifically did not recall seeing
I I never heard anything' about f

worked in
did

lin any of the hot
in the

I
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\

YN/

Date of transcription 09/20/2002

L I date of birth
socia] R^niiTi3Jt^_ii^3.tni3er

|
I

|
telephone number-

| | was interviewed at I I place
of buinnress^ the United States Army Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) , located in building I 1 at Fort
Detrick, Maryland . Also present for the interview was Postal
Inspector I I After being advised the identity of the
interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, I I

provided the following information:

| has been working at USAMRIID for
is currently the

|

|

has held this position for the past

|

years

.

I did not know I lexcept to seel
in the hallway and say hello. | | would see

l
and never had a conversation with ! I that

Icould recall. If I I had a conversation, it would have
been at one of the I land been specific to the

I knew that I I worked in building
|

land
was working on the

|

I I stated that when equipment is to be disposed

The property goes to the dock and I I is unaware of where it
goes from there.

| |
believes it would be very difficult to

take a glove box, hood or any other large laboratory equipment
however, it would be very easy to take smaller items such as

'

pipettes and test tubes.
| | noted that during the Gulf War

a fence was installed by the dock area. Prior to this fence, it
would be very easy for an individual to back their vehicle right up
to the dock and take whatever they wanted.

|
| stated that | I

worked on a project called a
vaccination challenge which was done on rabbits that were first
injected with a vaccine for Bacillus anthracis and then infected
with the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis. The rabbits were
ordered froml land then vaccinated by

|

BRUCE IVINS
| |

work witn tne
Bacillus anthracis and the group they work with was responsible for

Investigation on 9/19/02 Ft. Detrick, Maryland
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infecting the rabbits for the proj ect . IVINS
obtained the Ames strain from Duqway Proving Grounds located in
Utah. |

project

.

stated that all of the rabbits survived this

Another Challenge scheduled for sometime early 2003

.

This project will be an Aerosolized Challenge where the rabbits
will be vaccinated again with the same vaccine and then introduced
to the Ames strain via aerosolisation. | | knows that the
Ames strain will not be obtained through Dugway because since the
mailings of the Anthrax letters, Dugway will no longer supply
USAMRIID . I I does not know where the Bacillus anthracis
will be obtained from I

I Furthermore,
|

strain is stored at USAMRIIT3T
does not know where the Ames

. | stated that I I knows I ~l and knows
that

| |
was responsible for all I Iwas a good

collaborator and a great T I was smart andl I was honest.

1
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Date of transcription 09 /04 /2 003

Security Account Number
of—employment , I

pl-gfch-J
|
— Social

was interviewed atl fplace

The first biological agent with which worked when
was cleaned to work in the BSL-3 was Bacillus anthracis (Ba) .

I was trained in working with biological agents by|
|

I USAMRI ID employees.

worked directly for, and worked mostly with,
Iwho was | 1 at USAMRI ID

|~mtah-n—r^sponsi-bi-l-i-tv—wa-s—tro~~5s si st in a
|

""[project. In this project

specific duties in the jroiect were to / L

AS!

awT?— 09/02/2003

/'I :
b7^-fL—
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In the course of work I Iworked with people from
several departments within USAMRIID, including!

In the
course' of

|
workl lobtained Ba strains from the stocks

maintained by BRUCE last name unknown
(LNU) (known to interviewihq aqents as BRUCE IVINS) . I I also

I H was caught Ba spore production techniques by
I They used plate based techniques . I

~|

made their own plates on which to grow spores using New Sporulation
Media (NSM) and used a Renographin spore purification process.

| |
A large batch ot Ba was grown for each of the various

strains . Since these were for quality control purposes, they took
care to look closely for the presence of vegetative cells in the
spore preparations, and attempted to eliminate as much of the
vegetative material as possible. Spore concentrations of 10 6 to 10 8

were prepared in slurry in 25-50 milliliter (ml) bottles. The
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spore preparations were placed into vials approximately 1 ml each
and dried.

Approximately 100 vials of various strains were prepared
in this process . The dried material was kept in a refrigerator in
the located in Building | |

proj ect

.

proj ect

.

|
all participated in this

[produced and kept tne documentation related to this

at USAMRIID wanted to take a vial of the re-agent they would have
to make a request throughl 1 who would process and approve the
request

.

The original live spore stock used to create the dried
material was maintained in two ways

:
part was kept in 1% phenol

solution, the rest was kept in water. The reason for keeping the
stock in this way was to identify the possible differences in the
spores between the two methods of storage

.

The 1% phenol solution kept the live spores from growing
and maintained the live spores. Live spores can be stored in this
manner for up to five years without much maintenance. Spores
maintained in water needed to be re-washed and re-enumerated every
two weeks as spores tend to grow when kept in water.

The 1% phenol solutions were kept in USAMRIID Building
suite r lin a locked freezer in a hallway. Only| [had

the key to the freezer. The water solution was kept In TTSAMRTTn
Building I I in a refrigerator located in
This laboratory was locked using an electronic keypad system. This
laboratory was not accessible unless T

~| was in the laboratory.
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USAMRIID

.

J.
the
never actua

never hosted a foreign
ldoes recall a visiting

ot m t

I l does not ki
seeing I I on the I

changing rooms

.

never saw

I

stated that I I and others tl
away from I \

others thought

I

I recalls
juildingl loutside of the

I inT I laboratory

.

[was a
\
and stayed

|
advised the interviewing agent that I I was

putting together documents which would demonstrate thereabout

s

on the dates of the anthrax letter mailings

.
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At the conclusion of the interview
|

|was requested
by the interviewing acrents to voluntarily submit to a polygraph
examination. I [ advised that

| |
would consider the request

and contact the interviewing agents at a later date with | f
decision.

was re-contacted teleohonicallv by SA
09/03/2003. During this contact

|

|advised that I Ihad
neglected to state on 09/02/2003 that the 10 0 one ml vials of
pathogens which were dried and stored in the

on

These vial s were lyophilized by
located in I

vials I I

had been gamma irradiated and were not considered live agents.
yophilized bv I

J 1aboratory
. |

1 using a large lyophilizer
lyophilized some of the

[
pathogens were
exist

.

~~lrecently askedj
I

~1 advised
[

where the vials of dried
that the vials no longer

Jadvised that records regarding the disposition of
the vials should be in the Safety Office or the Shipping Office of
USAMRIID.
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Date of transcription 03/26/2004

date of biruh
|

I Social
I was interviewed bv Special Agents

I at I I place of employment at.

cellular phone number

|

I After being advised of the identities of the
interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, I

~1

voluntarily provided the following information:

received a degree at

|
was employed

by the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases
(USAMRIID) from I Ibeqanl Icareer at USAMRIID

Purina the
roiect -with I

timeframe
and others from

worked on a

Most of the \laboratorv work was
conducted by

| |
The Ames strain

used for the research was obtained from BRU(5£! IVINS.

|
and it was never distributed to otnex,researcners .\ xne

Ame\ strain was never cultured by| nor was
it ever lyophilized. The research was conducted m Suite land
stored inside a refrigerator in the room.

When 1 was engaged in research projects, would be
in the "hot" suites ~

I
When | | laboratory work

I I inside the "hot" suites! f

investigation on 3/24/2004 at Frederick, Maryland
/iWL-AVVoO
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frequent . However, f

purpose of[
1 entered the "hot" suites for the

]has never noticed anyone
inside the "hot" suites that didn't beloncr, nor hasnever seen
any suspicious activity,
intent to steal a select agent
difficulty.

| |does not know of
select agents from USAMRII D. I

walk-in cooler in Building
|

believes that anyone with the
iFrom a "hot" suite can do so without

anyone who has tried to steal
is familiar with the Room

| |

has- never noticed any unusual
activity or unknown persons inside or near the walk-in cooler.

|

does not know of anyone who has mentioned using
select agents improperly.

| |
does not know of anybody with hostile

attitudes toward the U.S. government. could not recall anybody
who was lax in handling dangerous items or who was inappropriately
interested in agents that could be turned into harmful agents

.

|
does not know, nor hasn heard any rumors of people who

were interested in gaining access to anthrax that didn't have
clearance.

With|
|

microbiology training, knows how to make
into a powder.

|
^believes tnat any microbiologist

t t _
anthrax
would know how. However, getting the anthrax spores to a
particular particle size,

[

be more difficult.
] would

I 1 has never used plastic storage containers at
USAMRIID, nor does

|

~|^now of anyone who does.
| |

has never
purchased pre-stamped envelopes and does not know people who do.

I
has never handled any of the anthrax letters and has never

been in the same room as the letters. has never worked with the
anthrax powder evidence

.

I
hosted several foreign visiting scientists

while employed at tfSAMRIID. These foreign scientists came from

|

None
of the visitors ever had unescorted access in USAMRIID. None of
the visitors went inside the "hot" suites. They had tours of
USAMRIID but did not go to any specific rooms. None of the
visiting scientists showed an interest in anthrax or weaponization
techniques . They did not show any anti-American sentiments and
they never asked about where to get pre-stamped envelopes.

h6
hlC

he
hi C
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I was not a member of the I"

1 knew some people ! I
who might have known

but does not recall their names.

| does not, however, have any
personal or professional ties to Trenton, NJ. During the
September/October 2001 timeframe, does not believe did any
traveling. After the anthrax mailings,

| |
did conduct

USAMRIID-related

f

las

was asked whether would agree to take a
polygraph administered by the FBI on questions related to the
anthrax mailings of 2001.

| I
voluntarily agreed to take the

polygraph.
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Date of transcription 08/27/2004

I 1, United States Army-
Medical Research Institute ofMnfectious Diseases (USAMRIID) . Fort
Detrick, . Maryland, date of birkh I I Social Securit-
Account Number L work telephone number
home address
ho_me_telephone

| |
was 'interviewed at

|
Iplace of

employment. After being advised of the identities oY the
interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, | |

provided the following information:

investigation on 08/27/2004 at Frederick, Maryland
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antibodies and worked on

Bacillus anthracis {Ba )

.

live agents.

I made

I but not
did not handle or work with any

In
| |

accepted a position at the United
States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases
(USAMRIID)

| |

was assigned to the|
| where I I has

worked on the|
|

While working
at USAMRIID, | lhas only worked with Ba on two occasions.

The nroi invol~
assisted on a project headed by
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| |
researchers would examine the plate

to determine how many colonies grew per gram of animal tissue.
I 1 was not involved with the animal challenges and was not
sure what strain of Ba was used in the challenges. I I work
on the proj ect began once

| \

stated that once colonies on the SBA plates were counted, they were
autoclaved twice.

l a project using Ba to
I I The project included ten
different experiments and live Ames Ba . | | received the Ames
Ba from BRUCE IVINS in

|
land IVINS signed

paperwork acknowledging the transfer.
|

~~| remembers receiving
the Ames Ba through the pass box in either Suite

|

took the Ames Ba to Suite I Iwhere the experiments took place

.

Some of the experiments used non lethal Ames Ba, including Delta
strain and another strain

| |

could not remember.
|

could not remember i f the Ames Ba contained any silicon^ This
project lasted until I I

|
|has never used the modified G sporulation media

and has never been involved in a project to drv Ba. On r>nt=>

occasion,

I

|
learned during

| |
project

that if you "do nothing" to Ba it "pretty much" turns from
vegetative cells to spores.

Sometimes when the air ducts are cleaned at USAMRIID,
dust would get inside the hoods and contaminate experiments but

I

~1 could not remember any other contamination.
| Istated

that USAMRIID tests buildings I Ifor the presence of
select agents outside of the hot suites. | remembers there being
a positivel |for Ames in eitherl I

and rooms
~

approximately

f

thel

lhas worked in Suite! (very rarely)

,

when I

Hast visited Building | |

I visited I flab on
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"Piqqy-backinq 1 1 is forbidden at USAMRIID and
| | has

not seen it take place.
|

~| could not provide an example, but
I |is sure that if someone wanted to aet a Select Agent out of the
Hot Suites it would be possible. was not aware of anybody
who talked about, or tried to remove Select Agents from the hot
suites.

| |
was not aware of anybody with hostile attitudes towards

the government that would be involved in the anthrax- laced letter
mailings.

|

~| does not suspect anybody of being the mailer of
the anthrax- laced letters. |

~| was not aware of anybody that
was lax in handling select agents.

|
was not aware of anybody trying to gain access to

anthrax or any other select agent . I believed that anthrax
could be dried using a lvophilizer

r
butohas never done it

.

|
was not aware of anybody interested in getting around

forensic techniques.
|

| was not aware of any unofficial work
being performed on anthrax . The standard operating procedure for
decontaminating the safety cabinets was to spray the cabinet and
turn on the UV light for 15 to 20 minutes. The type of agent used
in the cabinet would then be noted on the documentation attached to
the cabinet

.

I

~| has access to all of I tLab notebooks . The
notebook regarding the work

| [
performed on the

| |
is retained by

|
has never purchased any pre-stamped envelopes and

had not seen one until the Daschel/Leahey letters arrived at
USAMRIID. That being said, I I did not handle the envelopes
personally!
USAMRIID employees

. [

has been to New Jersey on several occasions

.

Once for a job interview in
|

~| at a company located in a
suburb on I The only other time ~| has been to
New Jersey was in I

|
when|

|
was at

I I has not seen any, large Sterilite boxes at USAMRIID .

I has never met I land had not heard

I has never been the point of contact for any foreign
-

visitors. I I has never been a member of the

I
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A.

l^date_af_birthj. I was interviewed at the[
Toffice of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,

[

Date of transcription 10/11/2004

=L
After being advised of

the identities of the interviewing agents and the nature of the

]

interview, | | provided the following information:

I |graduated from

f

I |
Fort Detrick, Maryland

where | I worked at the United st-.at-.fin Ar-mv Military Tnatitntfi of
Infectious Disease (USAMRIID) . I I

While at USAMRIID,
|

|was initially assigned to the
1 Division 1 1 worked on

| l
mostly

usinq
|

background . IrT| 1moved from the
to thej 1 In
was assigned to work fori

1

Imostlv worked withl I while | | worked with
1 noted that

|

|
when

in working very hard. Others who worked i~n

while I ~1was there included f

was not interested
|
group

1
| does not recall if

anthracis (Ba) while

Investigation on 10/11/2004

worked for
1 worked with Bacillus

Most ofnwork

at
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at that time was with
I iBa work, I

did assist with

at USAMRIID who worked with Ba included Ivins

I Idoes not know what strains of Ba I I worked with or
what they were named. T Idoes not know howl Inamed
stocks of Ba I .1 I I is
unfamiliar with the nomenclature I I nor does I [ recognize
that as something that I I would use to name a sample of
Ba.

| |

does not know where
I ] aot Ba, what! | named

Ba, or the strains of Ba would use. I I stressed
tnau |~

Idid not usually worlbwicn Ba.
| | could not recall the

first time I I worked with Ba. | could not recall if I l ever
grew Ba, although

| [
explained that USAMRIID was in the

business of growing Ba, and other organisms, to test against
animals to see if they could then save the animals.

While ini I worked both in building
| |

and building f [
In | | worked on animal challenges.

I I could not' remember the room in which these challenges
occurred, but I Iremembers these rooms were

| |
of

building I | was aware of animal challenges
| |

I I of |_^.l that were run by I I although!
|
can't

recall if
I I ever went to any of these challenges ! I

| 1 In buildingf |mostly worked in suite | I was
a cold lab. If I I needed to do hot work, ~| would work in

I mainly worked in
|

and I ~l assisted
|
in this suites

.
described an agent repository that

was kept at USAMRIID somewhere in suites!
|

remembers this repository because
| I

, ,
oes not recall providing Ba to

anyone . I I thought that any removal of an agent from the
repository would be documented somewhere at USAMRIID.
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Entry into any of the hot suites at USAMRIID required
an electronic identification badge. If you forgot this badge,
security would issue you a temporary badge. It was rare for
anyone to allow someone else into a lab who 'did not have a
badge. Although some people would let you into the main
entrance to the building, most people would not allow you to
enter a hot suite without a badge. | |does not recall anyone
in particular entering a hot suite without a badge

. | |
did

not sponsor any visiting scientists while in the labs and does
not recall escorting any visitors. Although USAMRI ID management
may have asked to escort individuals into the labs, I I can not
recall anyone in particular. explained that USAMRIID was
very conscious of security, even before the September 11th
attacks. However, it would not have been difficult for someone
to take Ba from USAMRIID. All someone would have to do is place
a vial in their pocket and remove it from the hot suites. I I

is not aware of anyone actually taking any Ba out of the hot
suites, only explained that this would not be difficult to
accomplish.

I |is not aware of any contaminants that caused
problems for researchers at USAMRIID. Although contamination is
a common problem when growing organisms, does not recall any
specific problems while| |was there. Researchers work to
limit contamination because contamination will ruin their
cultures

.
is unaware of any genetic mutations or variants

of Ba that were encountered at USAMRIID.
| |

was not familiar
genetic variants and would not know if

| |
ever worked with

them.

After the attacks of September 11, 200 1, I I does not
recall traveling. Although I lean not remember I exact
whereabouts in September and October of 2 001, I I is sure | |

was in New Jersey. I lacrreed to review | |credit card and
telephone records to see if I | could determine I I whereabouts
in the weeks .after September 11, 2001. I

used to work for
| |

outside of I

worked there from approximately
|

Ivisitedvisitec
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there on a few occasions when| | took | |
to have

lunch at a I I is not aware of any
other visits to Princeton, other than at | 1
provided agents with a business card from] |when

|

|

was working ait I 1 A copy of this business card is
maintained in an FD-340 in the 1A section of the file.

is unfamiliar with the ore- franked envelopes used
in the anthrax attacks in the fall of 2001. | | reviewed a
photograph of one of the envelopes used in these attacks and was
not familiar with that type of envelope. I I has not previously
seen that type of envelope and did not know where someone would
purchase it

.

At the conclusion of the interview, I lagreed to take
a polygraph regarding any knowledge or involvement in the
anthrax attacks of 2001.
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Date of transcription 12 / 06 /2004

I I dat_e„of birth_| f
Social Security Account Number 1 I home address I I

1 I home telephone number I

J Iwork telephone number I

_
Iwas interviewed at the

Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) Frederick, Maryland
Amerithrax #3 offsite by Special Agents I

| | After being advised of the identities of the
interviewing agents and the purpose of the interview, I Iprovided
the following information:

I I attended

investigation on 12/03/2004 at Frederick, Maryland
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This dLuumui i i uumumu i iuunu i i uuummu . mui .uuu i jbr conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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A copy of the article was provided to the
interviewing agents by

Protocol
command.

Thp .qt-iiHy was given the internal USAMRIID tracking number
and was documented and approved by USAMRIID

The study took place on
| |

when |~
|
NHPs were

transferred from Building I I at USAMRIID to a lower section of
was unsure of exactly where the NHPs wereBuilding

transferred to) . After being transferred, the NHPs were subjected
to an aerosol challenge of the Ames strain of Ba and

| |
At the conclusion of the

challenge , initial swab samples were collected then the NHPs were
transferred to Suite f Room

I l
of Building

1
~1 After all of

the swabs were taken, the samples were plated out and the colonies
were counted based on each colony- forming unit (CFU) per swab.

I Iperformed some of the counting but most of the work was done
by

| I
is not aware of what was done with the plates after

the colonies were counted. A handwritten flow chart labeled l |

|

"[documenting the abovementioned study was
provided to the interviewing agents by

|

stated the Ames strain of Ba used in the .aerosol
challenge for this study was obtained from IVINS. J I

I I was
of the aerosol challenge but IVINS did most of the work preparing
the Ba-Ames for aerosolization. I

I Iremembered some
lab technicians helping with the aerosol challenge but did not
remember their names

.

The other main participants in the study
were I I

be
b7C
b7F

Job

hi C
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|
(determine what dose of Ba. would

best replicate a dose encountered during a biological attack. This
information was passed on to IVINS who then prepared the Ames Ba
for the challenge. I Iwas not sure what was done with the
remaining Ba left over at the conclusion of the challenge.

| |
could not remember what role played in

the study in order to be named as a contributor but it may have had
something to do with the aerosol challenge process.

I I was not aware of any bacterial contamination in the
I at USAMRIID.

I l
met

l l
when

l J
This took

place jin Rooml
|
of Buildinal lat USAMRIID. I Idescribed

|
as having a I Iheard references

made at USAMRIID regarding I I butn was not
sure i f they were true.

|

|did not have any social interaction
with I 1 other then greetings in the hallways at USAMRIID.

on the
performed

|
jvas not a member of the

|

[

enjoyed
| |

time at USAMRIID and did not have a person m mine
Ifelt was the mailer of the anthrax- laden letters.

I | voluntarily agreed to submit to an FBI administered
polygraph examination regarding potential involvement in the
mailing of the anthrax-laced letters.

' providec
the accompanying 1A envelope and a copy f

|is included m
I is attached

accompanying 1A envelope and
|

to and made part of this FD-302.

is included in the
I is attached
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

On September 23, 2004,

Date of transcription 10/03/2004

]

1 1 date of birth | 1 Social Security Account Number
1 1 home address I 1

i L was interviewed at! 1 olace
of employment,! 1

i 1 work telephone

|

r
cellular telephone[
identities of the interviewing Agents and the purpose of the
interview,

| I
provided the following information:

1 Ibeqan employment with the 1

1

| |
Currently,

|

|
is an

| |

|
| laboratory is located

in the 1 1

[

also evaluated in I

research was to

1 research focused on determining the effects of
n Mice
["anthrax,
^were

were employed in studies involving exposures to I

I laboratory. A primary goal of the

described the majority of the work as I or
[ To ensure accurate

dosing, controlled delivery systems were used. Such systems
included intra-nasal and intra-tracheal introductions of the
biological agent. Aerosolization studies were not conducted at

be
b7C
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The construction of aerosolization capabilities are
underway at I

produced^
For a given biological agent, material was typically

1 laboratory. As an example
]
generated in T

]' Typically, approximately 50
noted that the last batch of

|

laboratory lasted I

milliliters (mL) of material, with a concentration of 10 6-10 7

organisms, were generated. The batch of bacteria was aliquoted
usingand used in all subsequent studies. According to £

material from the same production run decreased the number of
variables to consider in a group of experiments . In preparation
for an animal challenge, an aliquot of material was diluted.

|
estimated that 5,000 to 10,000 organisms were enough to

expose hundreds of animals. Once a vial of material was accessed
for dilution, any residual material in the original tube was
discarded after the experiment.

did not prefer the agar plate growth method, as
a lot of extra junk" was present in the spore preparation when

the bacteria was grown on agar plates. Agar plates were used in
laboratory only for titering purposes.

received the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis
(B.a.) from BRUCE IVINS of the United States Army Medical

was

some time around

T

_ — - ft _ ^
mL of 10 8 Ames spores m one screw-top tube.[
the spores were frozen.

]speculated that IVINS sent ~1
believed that

located the EA101During the interview,
documenting the transfer of B.a. Ames from IVINS. The EA101
indicated that one tube, containing 500 microliters (uL) of
spores at 3 x 10 9 /mL, was shipped to | | onf

notified the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
regarding receipt of the material, as

| |
was not confident

/-* -n » jm T-TT^. _ *1 T I _ 1 ^

(CDC)
that USAMRIID personnel would file the appropriate paperwork.

1 group did not access the material sent -by IVINS
]The original material was aliquoted intountil_

multiple vials. Each vial was labeled as "0S1," denoting that

be
b7C

b6
b7C

be
b7C

put in contact with IVINS throucrh a
noted that

|

of USAMRIID knew each other
well at that time.

1 1 did not recall the exact date of the
shipment; however. 1 lestimated that thes material was received
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the material derived from the "original stock"
. | |

recalled
that approximately 9 vials of OS1 were generated and
approximately 7 vials remained.

|
| set aside two vials of OS1

after receiving a preservation order irom Assistant United
States Attorney (AUSA) |

The original B.a. Ames stock from IVINS, identified as
OS1, was used to generate a new stock of spores identified as
"NS1," where "NS" denoted "new stock" .

I

Additional sporq
-

o nerat
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by
I

~| during the interview are maintained in the 1A section
of the file.

I ~l typically employed B.a. Ames for
|

stated that due to the high
virulence of B.a. Ames, exposure often killed the mice too
quickly for use in I Ianimal model studies.

I I did not have established collaborations with
USAMRIID investigators

.

|

None of | | collaborators have conducted studies in
laboratory; mostly because I j

presentations
. |_

presentation to
talked with

B.a . researcners visited
Hfrom l I gave a

department
.

f

to give

visitednn and

Approximately
|

generated from! I to the|~
~l sent an Ames slant.

The material was shipped to I

also sent one stock of live Ames spores to m earIy[

|

would isolate bacteria from the tissue of
exposed animals; however, the infected tissue was destroyed
after a count of the material was conducted. In
experience, the number of organisms, or vegetative cells, in
infected tissue was diminished by freeze/thaw cycles.

| 1 had "no clue" how to dry bacteria using a
lyophilizer, while retaining viability. Lyophilizers were not
maintained in the building where

|
laboratory was located.

I I indicated that lyophilizers were likely present in the
building

| |
On one occasion,

!

Iwas in need of dry liposomal material. The material was
transferred to| I where it was dried by
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personnel in that department. Once dried, the liposomes were
returned to I I

be
b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

On Januarv 25, 2006

Date of transcription 01/25/2 006

work telei

ter being advised of the
and a verification call

eld Office, Command and
provided the following

and graduated in the

I | was not familiar with anyone by the name BRUCE
IVINS,

I

I I had no associations witt|
| and | |

only religious affiliation was with the
|

~|

Without being prompted,
| | shared what I I

considered to be the only odd incident that occurred while
attending I L During I I

and stopped immediately after
The incident was not reported
"] changed I

Attached is a copy of an
between

|
|
and iy&IC|L|L_

in which! identified a I

of I whb attended the I

a eVmail
. TWNS

.

, obtained from IB-40 72

,

dated

|

Iby the name

Investigation on 01/25/2006 at Falls Church, VA

># 279A-WF-222936-302 —

(telephonically)

Date dictated 01/25/2006

by SA

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 01/23 /20Q6

i-U

I date of birth f ]
work

.telephone number"! 5was interviewed at
employment . After being adVised of the identities of the
interviewing Agents and the purpose of the interview, I

provided the following information:

ace of

b6
hlC

received an email message from BRUCE IVINS on
I The message was sent from the email
address KincrBadcrer7@aol . com and was sent tol 1

1 The email discussed the fact that

| never told IVINS that
is not sure how IVINS would have found that

information. The email also discussed how he had been
interviewed over 30 times by the FBI in relation to the anthrax
letter investigation. | |

provided a copy of the email to
the interviewing Agents . This copy is attached to and made part
of this document.

advised that I I would provide any assistance
necessary to Amerithrax investigators if needed.

,
Investigation on 01/19/2006 at

File # 279A-WF-222936~%0d~ 4iPn& Date dictated b6

by

b7C

1
1

J dations nor condusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

3d outside your agency.it and

locument contains neitner recommer

its contents are not to be distribute
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HE^p IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-20-2008 BY 60324 uc baw/rs/m

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 04/03 / 2'006

telepnone nu
cellular telephone number I I work telephone number

I date of birth l [ Social Security Account
Number (SSAN) I I was advised of the identities of the
interviewing Agent and Task Force Officer and thereafter provided
the following information:

| |
was asked if

|_

to whichl I advised
if I had heard of telephone number
3ed1 \ had never heard of the number

.

|

While at the United States A
Medical Research Institute of Infections Disease (USAMRIID)
worked ini

mentioned m a previous interview that flasks were used during
culture techniques. | | was asked if these flasks were filled
with spores and if they were vegetative cells. I I advised that
to the best ofn recollection, they were filled with a 50/50
split between spores and vegetative cells' in the flask. I I

stated I I was the
for I I and completed the culture process

.

|
would | I only when needed in Room]

|

estimated the frequency to whichl Iwasl

Iadvised I Inormal section was I Iwa
not sure what method was used with the Ba . | I described I I

| |
was shown photocopies of pictures labeled GLP/RMR

1029 . whicn was four different angles of one flask.
|

ladvised
I did not recognize the flask and did not recall Room I

I advised| |
had not heard of "Dugway Spores "

. I was
asked how Ba was stored while in the laboratory. "seated

|

was not sure -because I Iworked in I I where |~
| was stored"!

|
was asked to clarify what

| |
stated in a previous interview,

"No one ever talked about weajionization of Ba" . f |
clarified that

since they were a research facility, no one talked about
weaponization of Ba.

| |
was asked if they ever talk about a

worse case scenario if the Ba were to get in the wrong hands

.

Investigation on 03/29/2006 at -L
File# 279A-m-222936<yyL-\\S\% Date dictated 03/29/2006

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; I
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broke -
.

stated the only worse case they discussed was if a tube
I
stated there were no rumors . that

| |
was aware of,

reference weaponization of Ba. was not under the impression
studies of weaponization of Ba occurred at USAMRIID.

stated f 2was asked about Dr . Bruce Ivins

.

never really talked with Dr. Ivins, but thought he was odd.
based this description on his knowledge of Ba and behavior.
stated "smal l things" would upset him and his outward mannerisms
would show.

I
Idid not observe physical action taken based on his

1
' .dvisedP Ibasedl lopinion on

Dr. Ivins' home life which I knew about based or information 1

1
Istated

|

1
| and therefore Ivins wanted to control his

work life.

b6
hlC

|

jadvised any doctor in the micro biologist field
would know how to dry Ba. | | stated there was no dryers, however,
there was equipment to start the Ba vegetation strain which could
be placed on a plate and dried. Jadvised Room was a

i
and no Ba Ames strain was stored

in Room|
|

1
stated|

|
strains were already in the

laboratory whenl started working at USAMRIID.

1 1 advised 1 1 area of responsibilitv, while workinq
1 1

Iwas that of al 1 was in
charge of 1 1

[ I advised I Idid not recall working with Ba studies
. [

i i j r I I _
"

_• n j ? I. -i in n
L

was asked
Intramusc
confirmedfa

_[ but
challe

if _
122L

but not IM or IP.

was involved with aerosol challenges
(IM) or Intraperotineal (IP) challenges

^

involved with aerosol
[

and

E 1
was

aerosol challenges in Building7

!

challenges onj^
1advised

| I
was not involved In

[ Jstated | only
recalled being in Building for working with ouner

J but not on aerosol challenges was asked if
attended the Fourth Annual Anthrax Conference in 2001 in Annapolis

,

Maryland, Istated I

~| did
not because!

|
was asked in Building 1425, Suites B3/B4 . did I |

ever identify unknown persons in the laboratory to which]
|

advised
| |

did not. | Istated the animal caretakers were the
individuals that ran the autoclave, however,

|
| did not recall any
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of the animal caretakers names . I Iwas not aware of the
destruction protocols. I I was asked if it was general knowledge
that Ames was in B3/B4 and to describe the walk-in coolers.

[

stated it was not general knowledge, but on a need-to-know basis.
I | did not recall seeing walk-in coolers in B3/B4, but knew they
were in B5, however, was not aware of the contents.

[
was

asked if Bruce Ivins always distributed Ames or was there an honor
system. I I stated I I did not know. stated that infectious
items were kept in B3/B4, which was a very secure area and |

~| did
not believe anyone could take samples and just leave a note.

was asked to list persons with whom|
]
advised the main personhad direct contact with in the suites

was

worked or

which l
|
could not recall

names
. |

]was asked it anyone would notice dry work being done
or storage of dry powders/stimulants or otherwise. I Istated dry
work would be noticed and! I did not observe any dry work or
storage of dry powder. I Istated this would not happen since
there was no personal pro
area. I Iwas asked if
co-workers, specifically

4-ve equipment (PPE) located in the
made anv observations with

|
Bruce Ivins

.

1st;

person.

stated| | did not know of
| advised Bruce Ivins was simply an odd

ap stated earlier in the interview. I Istated

described!
stated

[

?
1 as someone that always thought! |was right

.

was the person that would always

Was a very "power hungry person" who put
|

on edge .1 I

disseminate office gossip and had provided information on Ivins
which caused to have opinion of him being odd.

1 Iwas asked if knewf"
to which

|
1 stated |_ |

does not Know any of the
arorementioned individualsTf was asked if 1 1 knew of a

which r | stated | |
did not.

to which

T

withT
had r

to
stated
which

asked if
Iwas

was aske
.ted |

ch I | a

was familiar with the fermenters.
not

.

advised
1 further advised

stated

r

ste

]
but knew

(

knew of
avoided

1— J.

was asked if
| |

knew
| |

but never worked
since they always

did not know anyone else that used the fermenter .

' ]knew if
| l

ever let people into|~
"

was asked if[
hang out

. [_ _ i

stated I lcould not identify biological agents used in tfie

stated
| |did not know of anyone .

|"

j • _ *i_ ! n t

?

b6
hlC
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fermenter or corresponding times. |
did not know anything

about virulent Ames being used in the fermenter.
| |

was asked
if

| |
knew if the fermenter was loaned out to other researchers or

other facilities. I I stated l I did not know of this occurring-
and further stated the portability of a fermenter was equivalent to
a "Mac Truck" as being very hard to move. I I was asked if

|

knew the protocols for bacteria grown in the fermenter and if
spores of any bacteria were produced in the fermenter, to which
both did not know. I I was asked to identify any individuals
who showed a special interest in the fermenter or discussed ‘

producing Ames to which T Istated
l

~| was not aware of anyone
fitting this description. | |was asked if knew of equipment
logs/records which would show when the fermenter was used, to which

|
advised I I did not.

|

|
had no additional information or questions for the

interviewing Agent and Task Force Officer.
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|

date of birth|
|

I social security numberI I place of birth I I social security number
I residing at

|
home telephone

|

;
|

was interviewed a-
,

in| After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing agent and the nature of the interview,

| [
voluntarily

provided the following information:

is emcloved bv the I

|
worked for| |at the United

States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Disease
(USAMRIID) . I I

Investigation on 06/29/2005

File # 279A-WF-222936 ' ^Ol- \f2A5 Date dictated 07/14/2005

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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I I advised I I has been employed at USAMRIID l I

| period of employment was in
the I I and lasted from I I through

| |
noted there were numerous sub-branches

within the| plvision, and
|

~| could not recall the
names of the sub-branches , or which sub-branches encompassed the
labs worked in. I

|
was employed full-time, earning a

salary of
| Iper year/ as a| 1 For

approximately the |
|of this period, I I

worked in the laboratorvi I
then worked in

the laboratory] I for I I followed by
aDDroximatelv in the laboratory I I

were both conducting research in an effort to
deve1opl [explained that the
current

| I and
their research was focused on

| |
did not work with bacillus anthracis, or any

components of bacillus anthracis, in any capacity while working in
their labs.

|
I was conducting similar research, but was also

involved in a project
|
in collaboration

with scientists in different research facilities. This project was
related to I I

advised this would have been the only time l lever worked with any
component of bacillus anthracis, and

| |
stated I I never worked

with the living organism in any capacity.
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During this
ing [suite access in building

|of| (employment at USAMRIID,
1

1 ! 1 JJ ! j

Toeriod qf employment,
noted that during

never
alT

had hot

]
had access to hot

suites in any other building. Suites B3 and B4, located in
building 1425, were the only suites that were certified for
bacillus anthracis. two

On
was only in Suite I I and only on

occasions, for orientation on procedures for using the suites.
both occasions I I was with

|

explained that you needed a pass card to enter the locker room
connected to the suite, and you entered the suite through a door in
the locker room. To enter the suite, you had to use your pass card
a second time, and enter a pin (personal identification number)

.

Although |only entered the actual hot suite laboratory on
two occasions,

| Hadvised l | did enter the locker room on a
somewhat regular basis during I Hast several months of employment

]°nly
\

|advised

_ ar ba
in |

~| to use
|

~| locker.
associated with the hot suites should show how many times f
entered, and within seconds of I

|
entry would be

| |
showing I I wa

noted that the records
]

was not in the suite alone.
J code

,

he
hie

b6
b7G
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HSESECTaSCTSBl mst&memployment: a

|
and remained at USAMRI ID until |

|

again worked in the laboratory of I I worked
in building

| | and did not have access to any hot suites in any
building. |noted that the hot suites were all located in
buildings HandT If loperated as a I I

responsible t
'

iiaa
reviously conducted with

is was a continuation of work
I work included

|did not work with bacillus anthracis, or any
components of bacillus anthracis, in any capacity.
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access during this period of employment . I Iworked in the
I

~| in building |
~| in the laboratory of I

I work involved the!

Working with was difficult at times, because
I advised I Iwould l

I and did not try to hide I

With the exception of possibly conducting some I Ifor
on bacillus anthracis

| | never worked
with bacillus anthracis, or any components of bacillus anthracis,
in any capacity while employed at USAMRIID, or elsewhere. The only
individuals

! ^ is aware of that have expertise in working with
bacillus anthracis, and would know about weaponization techniques,
sporulation, and lyophilizing would be Bruce Ivins , I I

I I also noted that
| f

(phonetic) was in charge of the challenge/stock strains of anthrax
and plague , butn kept very strict control of those materials.

I

'

[

was unaware of any areas of USAMRIID having problems with
bacterial contamination. | | noted that USAMRIID was working on
"re-vamping" the hot suites during
employment

.

| |
never participated in any of the challenges, and

never entered the aerosol challenge labs. I I advised |does not
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like working with animals, and never received training on the
use of respirators, which was required for all individuals
participating in the challenges.

| |
also noted that

| |
is

unaware of anyone at USAMRIID ever "piggy-backing" in or out of hot
areas. I lexplained this was a practice that was absolutely not
allowed

.~
| 1 explained that all of the safety and security

procedures in place were designed first and foremost to protect the
individuals who work at USAMRIID, and and the people

| |
worked

with would never violate any of those procedures.
|

[noted
that when you work with such dangerous organisms, and you know what
they can do, the last thing you want is to expose yourself or
someone else to those organisms. also noted that visiting
scientists were not allowed in the hot suites, and

|

~~| is unaware
of anyone ever taking a visiting scientist into a hot suite.

I is unaware of anyone ever trying to covertly
remove select agents from a hot suite, and I I believes it would be
very difficult to succeed if you tried. I I explained that there
are only four paths out of a suite. The first would be a small
pass box that sterilizes outgoing items using UV radiation. The
box is locked on both sides, and the side where you would retrieve
the sterilized item is in the outer hallway, right next to the
guard station. It would be very difficult to get anything out of
the lab unobserved. I

|
also noted that usually you are using it

to remove paperwork from the lab, and you slide the sheets into the
pass box one at a time, so that the piece of paper gets sterilized
on both sides. | l also noted that there is an autoclave in
the hot suites. However, the autoclave is designed so that once
you open the door on the "hot" side, you can't open the door on the
clean side until you have shut the door on the "hot" side, and
actually run the machine through one cycle. An organism could not
survive the autoclave process. I l also noted there is a set
of crash doors in the hot suite, for use in an emergency, such as a
fire. However, if those doors were opened, alarms would go off and
it would be electronically registered that the doors were opened.
The last path out of the hot suite would be with an individual, who
leaves the suite and goes into the shower. However, the only way
you would be able to get something out unobserved via this path
would be by putting the item into a body cavity, and

| |
noted

believes there is no way a person could do that without being
exposed to the organism/substance. However, if someone actually
tried that prior to the terrorist attacks of 09/11/2 001, they might
have successfully removed the item from the building, because at
that time the guards did not search employee bags when they left
the building.
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is unaware of anyone making any statement
indicating they might make a select agent for use in some improper
fashion.

|
is unaware of any persons with the access and

ability to create or handle dangerous biological agents who
expressed hostile attitudes toward any political organization, the
media, or others, with one exception. I I noted that a
USAMRIID employee named

|

|

who likely had access to all
of the hot suites, was a very disgruntled employee, f

Jalso noted
]does not think I I would have been involved with mailing the

anthrax letters . I I views I I as the type of person who would do
something like let the air out of your tires to get back at you for
something.

| described all of the employees at USAMRIID as
a good group of people, dedicated to their work and the advancement
of science. There was always a great deal of comradery, and there
is nobody

| |
knows that I H would suspect of being involved with

mailing the anthrax letters.

[ ldoes not feel that any of the people worked
with at USAMRIID were lax in handling dangerous items, nor does
feel that anyone was inappropriately interested in agents that
could be turned into harmful agents . I I noted that some people
had laboratories that were somewhat messy, but these individuals
were not lax in handling items or materials.

| |
is also

unaware of anyone being rumored to have an interest in any
biological or chemical agent, or the means to produce them, without
having a specific need or responsibility to do so. | |has no
idea how to prepare dried bacillus anthracis and send it through
the mail . I I noted that making spores is very difficult , and is
an art. I I never learned how to make spores.

|
| never

heard of anyone expressing an interest in being able to get around
forensic techniques.

|

] does not have any connection, either
personal or professional, to Trenton, New Jersey, Princeton, New
Jersey, or any other area of New Jersey.

|
|is unaware of any

friends or associates who have connections with these areas

.

I I did not travel to New Jersey during September or October'
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of 2001, and to knowledge, neither did any of
| |

friends or
associates

.

never used plastic storage boxes for storage ofI
|
never used plastic storage poxes for storage of

I Imaterials while employed at USAMRIID . I I is unaware of any
work being conducted on bacillus anthracis, or its simulants, that
was unofficial or unrecorded^ All of work, while at USAMRI ID,
was recorded in notebooks

.

|
|

n

oted that

|

| filled
| |

notebooks . All of the
notebooks are still at USAMRIID, as the policy requires that the
official notebooks remain there. However, you are allowed to make
copies.

| |
has never purchased a pre- stamped envelope, of

any type, at any time during [ |
life. I 1 did not handle any

of the anthrax laced letters, and does not know who is responsible
for making and sending the letters

.
has never conducted any

analytical work on the evidence in this case.

did not know who

|
does not recall ever seeing

| |

at USAMRIID , and believes that they never worked there at the same
time. I Ibelievesl Iwas there sometime between I I

sicaxxy seen] |

only one person at USAMRIID made any comments to I I about
|
who worked with

| I in the
worked with I I at some

told that
.

ldn 1 1 want to say anything
more than that about I I because I |had already been
interviewed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) regarding

never hosted any visiting scientists at
USAMRIID.

any unusual, odd, or

|advised| Ihas received the anthrax vaccine,
in addition to every other vaccine available, which is standard for
all USAMRIID employees.
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was asked if
USAMRIID who would have claimed

1

bacillus anthracis . I I stated that [

had access, due to I
"

could think of anyone at
1 had access to

]may have said
Iwork, and the possibility that I | may

asked if

[

Iknew

I

land if

|

(would have any
reason to claim |_ ,

Ihad, access to bacillus anthracis

.

i
advised that 1

|

was an

|

|
stationed at

USAMRIID.
1

|

had
| lab, but

|

Icould not recall
what was working on. 1 1 believes

| |
met | __l

on one or two occasions

.

-b6

b7C

was shown the floor plans for building 1412 at
USAMRIID 1 4 pages; ’, and the floor plan for building 1425 at
USAMRIID (4 pages). Using a yellow highlighter, I I indicated
the areas in these buildings where I (worked and had regular
access. (Referenced floor plans were placed in a 1A envelope.)

i i

was shown four pictures of flasks which
contained writing on them, and was asked if I lever observed those
particular flasks, or flasks like them. I

~
noted that either

the first or second time I Iwas in hot suite B3 with ]
which is the suite in which Bruce Ivins worked , Ivins showed them a
flask like the one in the pictures, and asked
thought was in the flask.

what
| |

.told Ivins the contents looked
like skim milk, and Ivins told I I it was actually "spores" . The
flask did not contain any writing. At the time, I I wasn 1 1
sure if Ivins was serious or not, and thought he may have just been
playing a game withZl because it was I I first introduction to
the hot suites.
1A envelope .

)

(The pictures shown to[ were placed in a

At the conclusion of the interview,
would be willing to take a polygraph examination.

was asked if

stated that at this time,| Iwould not be willing to take a
polygraph examination. Many of I | from
USAMRIID, including

| |
have been polygraphed, and

they did not like the experience, and felt they were being accused
of something they- had no involvement with. I I was told it
was not a good
examiner

experience , and 3
|
advised that if

|
|h

would understand whv l ~l

told
| |

the
had worked
would bewith bacillus anthracis,

asked to take a polygraph , and noted would probably take it

.

But given the fact that
| |

did not work with bacillus anthracis,
and the fact that records can show exactly when accessed the

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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hot suites,n does not feel there is a reason to take one.
I I further elaborated that as a scientist involved in
I I wants to advance science, and make things
better for people.

| |
would never do anything that would cause

harm, and I 1 colleagues feel the same way. I I stated that
|

and other colleagues from USAMRIID, feel as if law enforcement
really doesn't know who sent the letters, and are under so much
pressure to solve the case that they are just focusing on the
people at USAMRIID because they had obvious access, p
stated that the strain in question has legitimately been given to
numerous other research facilities over the years, for legitimate
scientific research. I Ihopes that the investigation also tracks
and investigates these individuals/institutions to ensure the
bacillus anthracis was not obtained from one of them. I I

advised that I Iwant s to be helpful, and isn't trying to be
negative, but | H and I I colleagues are frustrated and tired of
being looked at with suspicion, because they are good people.

(5 pages)

.

provided a copy of
| |

resume, which is attached
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 05/12/2006

I I [Social Security Account Number
( SSAN) : I I was interviewed, as prearranged, on the
morninq of May 12, 2006, at I I place of employment I I

1
. After being advised of the identity of

the interviewing Postal Inspector and Special Agent (SA) and the
nature of the interview, provided the following information:

(WFO NOTE : maintained in the FD-340 is a Non-Disclosure
Agreement Form which reviewed and voluntarily signed.

)

I I advised that froml
was a | 1 in the ! I

Division at the
United States Army Medical Institute of Infectious Diseases
(USAMRIID) , Fort Detrick, Maryland. After

|

"

|
was

the |
| at USAMRIID. Tdrougnout l

Lenure as | |
and even as. the | |of the

| |
in then suite

in USAMRIID building I ~l

(WFO NOTE : maintained in the FD-340 are the below
mentioned USAMRIID floor plans I I was provided for review.)

|
advised could not specifically locate the room

in the B4 suite of USAMRIID building 1425 in which the fermenter
was located; however,

| |
opined it was Room I Ion the

provided USAMRIID floor plans. I

I These growth medias were further identified as
"RM" and "RMM. " Incidently, RMM is similar to BRUCE\lVINS ' s "CA"

Investigation on 05/12/2006 at

File# 279A-WF-222936-302
Postal Inspector

Date dictated N/A

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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growth media. RM, RMM, and CA consisted of organic salts and
sugars, neither RM, RMM, nor CA contained unique elements such as
the semi-metal Silicon (Si) . | 1 opined should a growth media
contain a unique element, then bacterium which propagate and/or
sporulate in the media would likely contain the unique element.
However, I I advised I |was not a sporulation expert.

|
advised tornknowledge the Ames strain of

Bacillus anthracis was never]

recalled I I the Sterne strain of Bacillus anthracis tor use
in toxin studies. I

~\ further advised scientists at USAMRIID
sought to understand the role(s) of Edema Factor (EF) , Lethal
Factor (LF) , and Protective Antigen (PA) in anthrax pathogenesis,
as well as discovery of their immunogenic properties. As such,

there was a need to produce gna-nti t-i as of these purified EF, LF,

and PA proteins via fermentation.
|

(explained the Sterne
strain of Bacillus anthracis was used to accomplish this goal.

|
|initially inoculated a 100 or 500 milliliter (ml)

flask with the Sterne strain of Bacillus anthracis, after a period
of time and with shaking, the ‘bacteria would propagate.

|

could not recall if
| [

transferred the Sterne strain of Bacillus
anthracis from this flask to the fermenter via a simple pour, or if

| [

utilized a more aseptic procedure of injecting the flask
contents, via a sterile syringe, into the side port of the
fermenter. |

|was instrumental in determining the appropriate
growth conditions. The pH of the media was crucial for Bacillus
anthracis growth and was at a physiological relevant level. I

further advised the pH was neither strongly acidic nor caustic.

The initial 100 or 500 ml flask of the Sterne strain of

Bacillus anthracis was fermented for an unknown period of time in
the toxin studies. advisedn simply could not recall for
how long the fermenter ran in the toxin studies. advised it

would be possible to inoculate the 50 L fermenter with a smaller
volume; VinwpvRr . it would take much longer to obtain a reasonable
yield.

|

opined Bacillus anthracis generally doubled its
population every two (2) hours in the 50 L fermenter.

| fermenter would run overnigh
.

morning the process was stopped as sufficient bacteria were
present

.

m tne
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opined if some one adapted
| |

toxin fermentation
protocol in order to produce Bacillus anthracis spores, it would
probably take 2-3 days in order to produce spores; however, the
spore yield would be low.

As it related to the toxin studies at USAMRIID, after
fermentation a small quantity of its contents was viewed
microscopically.

| |
advised almost all of the Sterne strain of

Bacillus anthracis remained as vegetative cells. I ~l opined
I Icould not recall
any details of their morphology.' The fermenter contents were
subsequently pumped to a centrifuge. The supernatant was collected
for further protein isolation and purification. The pellet of
vegetative cells of the Sterne strain of Bacillus anthrar.i s were
discarded. could not recall if I I fermented the|

strain of Bacmus anthracis; however, I
reiterated

| |
never

fermented the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis .

|advised fermentation of virulent bacterium, such
as the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis, was a very dangerous
process as the fermenter itself was an excellent aerosolizer.

advised even although the air used during the fermentation
process was continually channeled from the fermenter to an
incinerator, thereby destroying any aerosolized 'bacterium, to
produce virulent spores, such as the Ames strain of Bacillus
anthracis, one would likely contaminate the entire suite and place
his fellow co-workers at risk. Using the fermenter at USAMRIID
with the Ames strain Bacillus anthracis was specifically forbidden.

. | opined the elemental signature of biological
agents might provide clues to methods of production. For example,
Bacillus anthracis spores that were grown on agar plates ought to
contain trace elements unique to the agar. For small scale
Bacillus anthracis spore preparations, the agar plate method is the
preferred method for spore production.

| |
perfected

this procedure. |

"[noted the agar needed a Quantity of
Magnesium (Mg) to be present to assist in Bacillus anthracis
sporulation.

I advised for large scale Bacillus anthracis spore
production, such as that found in the former Russian offensive
biological weapons program, a fermenter was used. The fermenter
method would thus not show trace elements unique to the agar. If a
Silicon anti-foam was utilized, then the Silicon may be a trace
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element unique to Bacillus anthracis spores produced via th£
fermentation process that used a Silicon anti-foam agent. I

advised

I

As an aside > the interior of the 50 L fermenter at
USAMRIID was stainless steel, which was initially unique. A
prevailing theory, at the time of its initial purchase, wa^ that
Bacillus anthracis propagated best in glass lined vessels,
advised subsequent research found that B.acillus anthracis
propagated equally well in stainless steel vessels.

"dil
observed BRUCE IVINS in the B4 hot suite,

ferent personality" ,- however, was professionally
IVINS

had a
competent. | l

advised l I never heard IVINS make any remark, or
comment, one would consider disloyal to the U.S., or the U.S.
government. '

I 1 could not think of any past or current USAMRIID
employee who would have reason to make derogatory statements
pertaining to I or I I | 1 did not have any
personal or professional conflicts with anyone at USAMRIID. On
occasion. ~|had professional disagreements with

hot suite while

f

competent

.

[

[advised f
was there

.

never heard!

[was also at USAMRIID in the
| |

advised
| |

was very
] express any comment or

opinion I Iwould consider inappropriate, or one that would give
pause for concern.



has been in recent contact with

(WFO NOTE : maintained in the FD-340 are printouts of a
Bacillus, anthracis collection labeled I J

for review.)
J which were provided to

[
provided printouts

.

with | 1 handwriting,

advised did not recogni ze the contents in the

I

further advised was not familiar
and as such was unable to identify the

handwriting in the provided printouts. I

~|was uncertain as to
whether the isolates in the provided printouts were inventoried by

pursuant to I Ireauest. I | advised it was not
uncommon for lyophilized bacterium to arrive at USAMRIID, as this
often was the most stable form to ship vegetative bacterium cells.

I I
could not recall any instance when spore preparations were

lyophilized at USAMRIID, nor if USAMRIID ever received any
lyophilized spores.

,
was not knowledgeable of the Ames strain of

Bacillus anthracis at USAMRIID, other than
| |

believed it was
received at USAMRIID in the early 1980s from a U.S. Department of
Agriculture laboratory under | I

(WFO NOTE : I 1 with the concurrence of the
interviewing Postal Inspector and SA, took a short recess for lunch
and to look for additional paperwork. The interview reconvened
after a 1 hour break.)

L, I advised|^|had located what
| |

believed was the
results of Bacillus anthracis inventory at -USAMRIID.

I ~l provided the interviewing Postal Inspector and SA a I I
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I noted the document was not dated, soawas not
certain as to the exact date this collection was maintained at
USAMRIID.

(WFO NOTE : attached hereto and considered part of this
document are photocopies of the above mentioned 7 page document,
the original documents are maintained in the FD-340.)

I
r

Ifirst met 1 1 at an anthrax meeting.

j never indicated to

I

I possessed the Ames strain of Bacillus anthracis. T
Ithat

naa expressea an
interest to 1 1 to attend the 2 001 anthrax conference in

spoke with prior to

Bacillus anthracis f
worked with[

J~

1 worke^kwith at 1 nor whether or not

J

1 last spoke with

being gregarious, andT
^fas being a

3
recalled

[_
as

~|often referred. despairingly to
1 current research focus

pertains to anthrax vaccine development, as well as a
advise' was
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not knowledgeable of what strain (s) of Bacillus anthracis I

used in i I research. |
advised l |was not certain i f I I

was attending the June 2006 NIAID conference to be held in
| |

be
b7C

|

| was a former researcher at USAMRIID and
who is currently involved in anthrax related research^

| advised
|

| and
|

time collaborators, f

have been long

I I

Ireiterated it
was 1 1 understanding that 1

1 1 ladvised
1 Iwas not knowledqeable of any indicators of an | I

nor what strains of Bacillus anthracis were maintained by
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was a former scientist at
USAMRIID who worked for

jcnowieageame or any virulent bacterium possesse
maintained at, the |

~
was not
or otherwise

with anrWFO NOTE : the interviewing SA
abbreviated

briefing, to which] (was receptive. _

| 1 was agreeable to re-contact by the interviewinc
Postal Inspector and SA following
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